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School Sports
Put Students
At COVID Risk
This story was reported
by the staff of The
Princeton Summer
Journal and written
by Kayla Bey, Jariel
Christopher, Melanie
Paredes, and Daniel
Sanchez.

LAURA WAGNER

Jake, a Jindo terrier mix, has been treated to longer walks with his owner, Laura Wagner, during the pandemic.

Pandemic Boosts Pet Adoptions
By Chastina Simmons and Sarah Furtado
stone mountain, ga. and vero beach, fla.

T

he global pandemic caused by the
coronavirus has hit everyone like a truck.
Health scares, quarantines, and school
closings are changing the lives of millions of humans. But there is another, less-talked
-about population that’s also being affected: pets.
Right now, because of quarantine, many people are
stuck at home with more free time than we used to

have. Many are filling this void by adopting pets.
“They’re flying out the doors, not in,” said Jill Van
Tuyl, the director of shelter operations at SAVE, a
shelter for homeless dogs and cats in Skillman, New
Jersey. From her experience, she noted that more
people are considering adopting cats and dogs during
the pandemic.
“Because of COVID and so many adoptions, right
now, a good portion of my day is dedicated to scheduling transports to bring animals in and also reviewing
See PETS page 5

Summer F., 17, is a high
school senior in West Baton Rouge, Louisiana,
where she plays varsity
volleyball. In March,
Louisiana was stricken
with one of the earliest
and worst U.S. outbreaks
of COVID-19, forcing the
shutdown of classroom
learning and youth sports.
But months passed, cases
subsided, and by early
June the state had okayed
the resumption of practices for fall sports.
When Summer returned to volleyball practice, however, she felt her
school, Port Allen High,
might be courting disaster. “Most [athletes] decided to wear masks, but
it didn’t last long,” she
said. “It’s sometimes hot
in the gym and with workouts it’s hard to breathe.”
Several regulations were

Students Face
Abrupt Trips
Home After
Virus Strikes

Gen. Z Gives Biden’s
Run Tepid Support
By Angie Cisneros and
Daniel Sanchez
minneapolis, minn.
and boca raton, fla.
Most teenagers may
not be eligible to vote,
but Generation Z has increasing influence on the
policies of both parties,
especially those of Democrats. In interviews with
four high school students
who are part of the Princeton Summer Journalism
Program, the clear consensus was that young
people are putting their
support behind Joe Biden
for one major reason: He
is not Donald Trump.
Sitting in her home in
Boston, 17-year-old Paola
Ruiz put it simply: “We
have to vote for the lesser
of two evils.” Ruiz called
Biden “chemotherapy”
for the “cancer” caused
by the current administration.
Other teenagers had
similar views of Biden,
both as an individual and
as a candidate. Sofia Barnett, a 17-year-old from
Frisco, Texas, rattled off
what she finds distasteful about Biden, from his
1994 crime bill to the
sexual assault allegations
made against him. However, when asked who she
would vote for, she stood
by the Democratic nomi-

in place, including prepractice
temperature
checks and a prohibition
on locker room access.
But the school, Summer
suggested, was partly relying on students to police
themselves, asking them
to report any virus symptoms or contact with infected individuals. In July
and August, cases again
began to rise in Louisiana, which now has the
highest per-capita infection rate in the country.
Volleyball practice continued three times a week, as
scheduled.
Port Allen High is following the re-opening
guidelines set in June
by the Louisiana High
School Athletic Association (LHSAA). But the
regulations may not be
addressing major drivers
of the virus. Cloth face
masks are encouraged for
coaches, but are not recommended for athletes engaging in “high-intensity
aerobic activity.” Perhaps
more troublingly, the LHSAA has has not prohibited teams from congreSee SPORTS page 4

By Lia Opperman
galloway, n.j.

WILLY SOLIS

Joe Biden

nee.
Kayla Bey, a 17-yearold from Lilburn, Georgia, said Biden alienated
her when he said on a
radio program that if
you vote for Trump, you
“ain’t Black.”
“I just feel like the
Black community has
gone through so much;
I think it was entitled
for him to say that,” Bey
said, suggesting such
comments
may
have
dampened enthusiasm for
Biden.
The teenagers were
adamant about their desire to elect more progressive figures. “I was
a big Bernie supporter,”
said 17-year-old Andrea
Plascencia from Flower
Mound, Texas—a view
echoed by her peers.
See BIDEN page 6
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Willy Solis has spearheaded the Gig Workers Collective, which seeks to organize Shipt,
Instacart, Lyft, and other gig platforms.

As Virus Rages, Essential
Workers Seek Protection
By Briane LaBare
orlando, fla.
Every morning, Willy Solis, a worker for Target’s Shipt delivery app,
wipes down his dashboard and steering wheel with disinfectant wipes and
slips on his gloves and mask, which he
bought himself.
Then Solis drives to the grocery
store, discards his used gloves in a
garbage bag, and heads inside to begin
filling orders.
At a time when essential workers are
going above and beyond to serve the
public, Solis can’t help but think about
the hardships working for Shipt has
brought upon him. Or the trash bag
of used gloves sitting in his backseat.
Because of this, Solis has spearheaded the Gig Workers Collective, which

includes workers for Shipt, Instacart,
Lyft, and other gig platforms. Their
main demand is that corporations provide personal protective equipment,
such as masks and gloves, to help keep
them safe.
“The major thing that shoppers try
to do is make sure that they wear the
proper PPE and have it at all times,”
Solis said. “We have been providing
that for ourselves for the most part
during the pandemic, and a large majority of shoppers do express concern
about spreading it to customers or to
their families. That’s a major concern
for us.”
In a statement to The Princeton
Summer Journal, a Shipt spokesperson disputed this, saying shoppers can
pick up face masks and gloves from
See ESSENTIAL page 4
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Over the past five months,
COVID-19 has disrupted
millions of American lives.
But college students were
hit especially hard: They
were forced to rush out of
their dorms and adapt to
a new, virtual experience.
Low-income students, even
those at Harvard University, scrambled to find affordable flights, housing, and
storage with little notice.
On March 10, Ryan Morillo, a Harvard freshman
and Princeton Summer
Journalism Program alum,
was about to walk to class
when he received the email
that brought his short-lived
time on campus to a halt.
Harvard was canceling inperson classes. “Everything
was kind of rushed,” he
said. “We were kicked out
on a Tuesday, and they said
that by Sunday, everybody
had to leave.”
Harvard’s spring break
was scheduled a week after in-person classes were
canceled, so Morillo already
had a flight booked home
to Miami. He still felt that
the university’s last-minute
message was irresponsible.
“It was very abrupt the way
See COVID page 3
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Asian Discrimination Hits
New Peaks In Pandemic Era
By Aigner Settles
pennsauken, n.j.

NICHOLAS WU

Nicholas Wu (l.), a reporter with USA Today, was accosted while running on the National Mall.

Asians Face Growing Racism
By Stephen Kim
los angeles, calif.
Nicholas Wu was on a
morning run on the National Mall when a woman
started shouting at him.
“Stay away, stay away,
stay away,” Wu recalled
her yelling. But when a
white person ran by her—
much closer than Wu
had—she made no similar
comments.
These days, Wu said,
he gets weird looks and
people moving away on
the subway. Other Asian
Americans have experienced even worse treatment amid the COVID-19
pandemic: physical altercations, racist slurs, and
other racially motivated,
hateful incidents.
“COVID has acted as
an accelerant on existing
inequities in American
life,” said Wu, a 24-yearold congressional reporter
for USA Today. He attributes it to the “forever
foreigner” phenomenon:
Even if Asian Americans
were born in the United
States, they will always be
considered an “other,” a
foreigner, in this country.
No matter the hard work
they may do, the amazing
accomplishments and successes they may achieve,
Asians in this country

will never be identified as
“real Americans.”
Growing up in Grosse
Pointe, Michigan, a suburb of Detroit, Wu was
one of few Asians in a
predominantly white part
of town. “Teach us kung
fu,” kids would say to
him. They chanted “ching
chong ching ling” when
imitating speaking Mandarin. Wu was even asked
if he was adopted because
the only other Asian kids
his classmates knew were
adopted into white families.
Racism against Asians
in both explicit and implicit forms has been present in this country ever
since the first Chinese
immigrants came across
the Pacific to build the
railroads.
Mos Neammanee commutes to class at Rutgers
by public transportation.
But in the wake of COVID-19, he has sensed a
difference in the treatment from fellow students. As he entered the
bus, and tried to find a
seat on his way to class,
he overheard a fellow passenger saying, “Why are
they letting these people
into the country?” People
routinely seemed uncomfortable with the presence
of Neammanee on public
transport, he says.
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He chuckled as he recounted these memories
in a Zoom call, but he
acknowledges that they
put great strain on him.
Neammanee is an active
member of an organzation
called RAISE that advocates for young Asians
who are undocumented and trying to apply
for DACA status, and a
DACA recipient himself.
When he encounters people like the man on the
bus on his way to school,
it adds additional insecurity and anxiety on top of
his undocmented status,
which has been the subject of controversy under
the Trump administration.
Twenty-three-year-old
community
organizer
Audrey Pan works with
Neammanee at RAISE.
While Pan said she
doesn’t experience explicit racism, she does feel
“hyper-visible,” she said.
She experiences the “feeling of people watching”
when she goes outside. If
she wears a face mask,
people stare at her. If she
doesn’t, the same thing
happens.
Pan agreed that the
“accelerant” of COVID-19
has accentuated the feeling of otherness experienced by Asian Americans.

It was an early June
morning when Nicholas Wu, 24, decided to
go for a casual jog in
Washington D.C. Wu
had been jogging by
himself with his headphones, when he was
suddenly
disrupted
by an older Caucasian
woman screaming at
him to stay away.
He had not approached
the woman, nor had he
been any closer than six
feet because of social distancing, but the woman
continued to shout until
he had passed her.
Moments later, another jogger passed the
same woman, but came
in closer distance than
Wu had. However, the
woman seemed to not
give the jogger a second
thought. The only visible difference between
Wu and the second jogger were that he was
Asian, while the other
person was white.
“I decided not to engage and kept going. I
stopped a little bit further down to catch my
breath, looked back and
saw a white woman pass
within two feet of this
person and there was no
reaction,” he recalled.
Since the nation’s shutdown in early March to
slow the spread of COVID-19, Asian Americans
have faced an increase
in discrimination. The
virus originated in Wuhan, China, and much of
the recent racism comes
as a result of people
blaming Asians for the
spread of the coronavirus.
As of July, nearly 40
percent of Asian Americans have reported
negative
experiences
because of their race
over the course of the
pandemic, according to
a recent Pew Research
Center survey. Within a

month of the pandemic’s immigrants.
sweep across the nation,
“A lot of people might
the Stop Asian Ameri- think that it’s okay
can and Pacific Islander to say, but those racHate Reporting Center ist remarks have real
collected more than physical implications
1,500 reports of ra- for people. People have
cially charged violence been beaten up, people
against Asian Ameri- have been kicked out
cans, though there are of stores, not let into
likely many more cases. public places because of
“Because there’s been this type of language,”
such underreporting of she added.
hate-related incidents,
Mos Neammanee, 22,
the data is dodgy,” said a member of RAISE,
Wu, a Chinese-Amer- has been a victim of anican reporter for USA ti-Asian discrimination
Today. “We know this as well. “In person, I’ve
is happening, but the experienced [it] mainmagnitude is tricky to ly when I commute to
measure.” Wu describes school,” he said. “A lot of
the surge in these in- people, I’ve noticed when
stances as “concerning, the pandemic hit, tried
annoying, and sadden- to avoid me … I still
ing in many ways.”
remember this one guy
Many attrisaid,
‘Why
bute the rise
are they let:::::
in discriminating
these
tion to Presipeople
into
dent Trump,
‘The disease the country?’”
who has pubs i a n
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nese virus”
launched
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campaigns
often do.’
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tention
to
Alice Pang
He’s
since
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stated
that
ha ra s sment,
advocate
the alternaincluding the
:::::
tive names for
NEA Asian
coronav ir us
and Pacific
were meant to refer- Islander Caucus’s “I Am
ence where the virus Not a Virus” campaign
originated, rather than and the IW Group’s
the people themselves. #WashtheHate hashtag.
However, the phrases U.S. Rep. Grace Meng
have already proved to from New York’s 6th
be problematic for the District introduced legAsian community as a islation to combat dis::::::::::::::::::::::
whole.
crimination amid the
“The disease itself coronavirus outbreak.
doesn’t
discriminate,
Though instances of
but people often do, and blatant racism towards
the fact that our nation- Asian Americans have
al leader is coming on increased since the beT.V., on the media and ginning of the pandemsaying that has ripple ic, they are not new to
effects,” said Audrey American history.
Pan, an organizer for
“COVID has acted
Revolutionizing Asian as an accelerant on
American Immigrant existing inequities in
Stories On the East American life,” said
Coast (RAISE), a youth Wu. “Asian Americans
group that advocates for simply seem to be a part
undocumented Asian of that.”

Eviction Lab Aims To Help Renters
By Isaac Monks
tahlequah, okla.

O

ne day in March 2016,
V arrived home to see
an eviction notice on
the doorstep of her
apartment in New Jersey. She
frantically threw her personal belongings in bags to take with her.
While collecting her belongings,
she heard a faint police siren, on
its way to lock her out of the home
she’d centered her life around.
This was not the first time V
had been evicted. In 2011, V lived
with her now-husband and friends
in New York during her sophomore
year in college. She came home
from long school days and worked
to make ends meet. V felt successful. But her suitemates struggled
to pay rent and fell behind. Months
later, V’s suitemates told her they
had to move out that night. Feeling
distraught, V and her boyfriend
quickly packed up their items.
V saw this as a minor setback,
but her second encounter with eviction in 2016 would make it much
harder for her to find shelter. She
was living in an apartment with her
husband and child. “I was working
in a temp job, and I wound up losing
the job,” she said.
This time, unlike in 2011, her
name was on the lease, and she was
liable for late payments. V quickly
threw her family’s belongings on

the street, losing all her furniture,
most of her family’s clothes, and
countless irreplaceable photos.
With V’s new tarnished housing
record, her family house-jumped
between friends and family for
months, because they were unable
to find stable housing as a result
of her bad record. V was blacklisted by landlords in the Trenton suburbs, making her family
move to inner-city Trenton. “The
apartments kept getting worse and
worse,” V recalls, describing how
the spaces her family lived in got
smaller as they were pushed into
less safe neighborhoods.
After almost a year, V was able to
secure an office job with the county
welfare agency. Having a regular
paycheck allowed her to rent an
apartment in inner-city Trenton.
Still, she says the two evictions
shaped her in permanent ways. “It
made me more motivated to find
gainful employment,” she says. “Before, we could stay on a friend’s pull
out couch ... I have children now,
and where would we go, if I don’t
have a home?”
Not every eviction has to be a
punishing cycle like V’s. Princeton’s
Eviction Lab team has been collecting data on eviction and its causes
to better understand what policies
can prevent evictions and help people escape the trap of homelessness
and poverty. They have found that
an increase in filing fees for landlords would decrease the number of

Joe Fish

evictions they set in motion.
The researchers also suggest that
tenants should have a right to counsel. “In zip codes where this policy
was enacted, we saw a dramatic
decline in evictions,” said Joe Fish,
a research specialist for the Eviction Lab. “A right to counsel levels
the playing field and gives tenants
a fighting chance.” Rent control
and housing vouchers can also help,
Fish added.
The Eviction Lab reports that
the majority of poor renting families in America spend over half of
their income on housing, and more
Americans are being evicted than
ever before, trapping people like
V in an endless cycle. But while V
may have been a victim of eviction,
she remains hopeful for her family’s
future in their new Trenton apartment.
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Hits As Pandemic Threatens Pocketbooks, Low-Income Students
mic Era Black Activists Promote ‘Mutual Aid’ Face Extra Hurdles

nters

By Daniel Sanchez
boca raton, fla.

ple designated to oversee the fund. They are
usually specialized for
specific circumstances,
n a t u r a l such as to pay health
opening for care bills or to plan
this
story funerals. The story of
might
have these grassroots probeen focused on an in- grams spans generadividual, a relatable hu- tions, and continues to
man being who was as- subvert traditional ecosisted by a mutual aid nomic norms to provide
fund. But focusing on opportunities to memjust one person would bers of historically disdefeat the purpose of enfranchised groups.
looking at a cooperative
Founded in 1966, the
economic initiative.
Black Panther Party deJessica Gordon Nemb- veloped social programs
hard, an economics pro- like the Black Panthers’
fessor at John Jay College Free Breakfast for School
specializing in commu- Children Program, which
nity-based
approaches gave free breakfast to tens
to
justice,
of thousands
:::::
views mutual
of children in
aid funds as
underser ved
precursors
communities.
‘If we show
to cooperaThey also had
this system
tive economic
cooperative
systems. The
housing for the
works well,
d i f f e r e n c e?
homeless in the
Mutual aid why would you s u r r o u n d i n g
funds
have
of
want to exist communities
been
praclocal chapters.
ticed by “evin a capitalist Nembhard said
ery populathere are not
society?’
tion in the
many historiworld ... concal examples of
Jessica
t i n u o u s l y,”
large organizaGordon Nembhard
she said.
tions like the
professor
Nembhard
Black Panthers
describes
using “humane
:::::
mutual aid
economics.”
funds as informal colA major reason why,
lections of money that according to Nembhard,
are distributed to the is because productivcommunity based on ity threatens the system.
need. Each member of “If we show this system
the group contributes works well, why would
through dues, with peo- you want to exist in a cap-

A

Jessica Gordon Nembhard

italist society?” Nembhard asked.
Now, young Black activists are picking up the
gauntlet thrown down by
their predecessors.
Red curtains framed
the lightning bolts hitting New York as Tropical Storm Isaias passed
the Northeast coast.
Diligently
answering
questions while glancing
at hurricane warnings
on their phone, Asanni
Armon explained their
passion for assisting the
LGBTQ+ and Black
communities.
A 2017 Princeton
graduate, Armon founded the organization For
The
Gworls,
which
raises money for Black
trans people for rent and
gender-affirmation surgeries. Their method for
fundraising is throwing
rent parties that generate revenue. In this sense,
For The Gworls is a textbook mutual aid fund,

one that focuses on a specific problem faced by minority residents in New
York. Armon receives
applications for aid and
accepts everyone who fits
within the scope of the
organization.
However, Armon is
adamant about preserving solidarity within the
organization, a guiding
principle which differentiates it from the nonprofit industrial complex.
“I don’t want to play into
that,” Armon said, referencing non-profit organizations that attempt to
ensure the fiscal responsibility of those to whom
they provide funding. Instead, they trust the word
of those who apply for assistance. Armon’s goal is
to grow For The Gworls,
but only in a sustainable
way that ensures a community, people-centered
approach.
With a pandemic and
protests for racial equality raging throughout
the United States, many
people view mutual aid
funds as a way to contribute to improving
their community. “We
got this boost [in fundraising] in June,” Armon said, when protests
and recent killings of
Black Americans pressured many to consider
their values. Now they
hope the donations will
continue throughout the
year, as racism is an ongoing, systemic issue.

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
By Abednego Togas
silver spring, md.

collecting resources such
as water after an earthquake or masks during a
pandemic.
Asanni Armon did not
Mutual aid has been
know what to do when predominantly used by
their two friends were fac- marginalized groups to
ing eviction in late June address and alleviate on2019. With roommates of going social needs. The
their own, Armon had no Black Panther Party’s
room to house addition- Survival Programs, for
al people, so in an effort example, provided servicto help their struggling es such as free breakfast
friends, they devised a col- for children, and funded
lective way to provide im- community health clinics
mediate assistance.
to combat socio-economic
Pooling resources, Ar- disparities in the Black
mon put together a 4th of community.
July party that required a
Jessica Gordon Nembfee of five dollars to enter. hard, professor at John
The money would then Jay College, specializes
go directly to Armon’s in community economfriends, all of whom are ics and says that collecBlack and transgender. tive efforts like For the
“The rest was history,” Gworls often come about
Armon said.
from mainstream sociArmon’s strategy of ety’s neglect of marginalhosting New York City ized groups. “The reason
‘rent parties’ to raise funds why most people start coto put directly into strug- operatives … is because
gling Black trans people’s whatever was the norm,
pockets continued to take the mainstream, wasn’t
place well afdoing
what
ter their July
was needed,”
:::::
4th occasion.
Nembhard
Armon’s inisaid.
tial party led ‘Whatever was
A r m o n
to the creation
founded the For
the norm, the the Gworls muof the For the
Gworls fund,
mainstream, tual aid fund
an assistance
after
facing
wasn’t doing discrimination
program that
fundraises
in the workwhat was
money for rent
place because,
needed.’
and genderto their knowlaffirming suredge, there was
Jessica
gery.
no sustainable
For
the Gordon Nembhard form of assisprofessor
Gworls is an
tance for Black
example
of
trans people.
mutual
aid
“When I start:::::
funding,
a
ed this last
method of colyear, there was
lectively raising money or nobody else in New York
pooling resources for the doing this work,” Armon
benefit of a community. said. “People had been
Mutual aid funds are of- crowdfunding for individten relief efforts that take uals… but it was never a
place after a sudden natu- sustained effort.”
ral disaster, and focus on
Unlike charities, non-

FOR THE GWORLS

Asanni Armon (l.) founded a mutual aid group that provides
financial assistance for rent and gender-affirming surgery.

profit organizations, or
other forms of assistance,
For the Gworls puts money directly into recipients’
pockets with little to no
follow-up because their
main purpose is to help
struggling Black trans
people, and not to provide
care with strict stipulations. “We should be trying to move away from
that and move towards
just radically caring about
someone,” Armon said.
Mutual aid is also dissimilar from other methods of fundraising due to
its collective and collaborative nature, historically
forming out of a collective
feeling of frustration due
to economic discrimination and segregation. “It’s
the racism, it’s the economic discrimination …
in almost every case African-American people were
excluded from something
or marginalized by something,” Gordon Nembhard
said. “A lot of the housing
co-ops started because African-Americans couldn’t
get access to housing.”
Instead of operating as
a stringent corporation,
mutual aid goes against
capitalism and involves

a community coming together and solving immediate problems to remedy
each other’s needs. “Mutual aid to me is, at its
core, very anti-capitalist,”
Armon said.
The rise of COVID-19
has disrupted the Gworls’
rent parties, but Armon
continues to crowdfund
on social media, garnering the attention of several
mainstream celebrities.
COVID-19 and the resurgence of the Black Lives
Matter movement in June
have also led to a host
of other mutual aid funds
being created to address
community issues.
But for Armon, the sole
existence of mutual aid
highlights a society’s failure to provide resources
to all of its members. Until Black trans people are
provided the same protections and support as others, Armon will continue
to run For the Gworls to
help their community.
“We are here, helping
each other in the ways that
we need to help each other,
showing up for each other
the way that we need to
show up for each other,”
Armon said.

In School Disruption

By Kayla Bey
lilburn, ga.
Mauricio Vazquez, a
19-year-old rising sophomore at Chapman University and Princeton Summer Journalism Program
alum, was alarmed when he
logged onto his computer
days before finals week and
saw he had an F in his class.
After switching his evaluation from letter grades to
pass/fail, Vazquez ended
up barely passing. But he
considers the effort he put
into that class a success.
After all, he managed to
pass despite the challenges
of learning during the coronavirus pandemic.
This spring, colleges
across the country announced a sweeping transition to online learning. At
Harvard, those who left
campus for spring break
would not return. “They
said that by Sunday everybody had to leave,” said
Ryan Morillo, a Harvard
freshman and PSJP alum.
“Everybody was scrambling. Nobody knew how
they were going to pay for
flights home, or storage.”
The sudden disruption of
higher education has been
especially challenging for
low-income students. KayAnn Henry, a 21-year-old
PSJP alum entering her
senior year at University
of Miami, says her campus urged her to stay
home. However, the reality
of “home” for many lowincome students can be hostile—and on-campus living,
a survival mechanism. “I
was going through a family
situation, so it wasn’t [in]
my best interest to go back
home,” said Henry, who
was able to secure housing
in the University of Miami’s
student apartments.
Morillo didn’t have the
same opportunity, having
already booked a plane ticket home. “Once I started
classes at home, it was horrible,” he said. Around the
clock, his parents would ask
for help around the house.
In between those moments,
“I’m studying in the same
room that I sleep in, and
everything is like a sense
of procrastination,” he said.
“I don’t go outside,” said
Henry, noting the recent

spike in Florida coronavirus cases. Despite living in
University of Miami housing, “I wasn’t really seeing
people in the other apartments. One of my suitemates stayed [on campus]
because she worked security, but I would hardly see
her. She would be working
so much.”
Henry once thought she
would appreciate remote
learning. She does not. “I
definitely miss that social
aspect. There’s just some
classes that work better in
person.”
Morillo agrees. Though
he appreciates Harvard’s
mandatory pass/fail policy
to mitigate the consequences of a “rough transition,”
Morillo is now worried
about how his transcript
will affect his graduate
school applications. “Not all
schools did that,” he said.
“It’s going to weigh in in
the future.” Graduating college on time is an integral
component of that future,
especially when low-income
students are more likely to
leave college regardless of a
global pandemic.
M, a 19-year-old rising sophomore at Arizona
State University, is an undocumented immigrant.
Despite living so close to
campus that she commutes
there, her undocumented
status would force her to
pay out-of-state tuition if
she was without a full-ride
scholarship.
M can’t imagine taking
a gap year, nevermind the
thought of leaving school
entirely. “My scholarships are also strictly for
four years. I know I talked
about it with my friends,”
she said. “For them [taking a semester off] was an
option, but, for me, because
of my scholarship, it wasn’t
really an option.”
But while the coronavirus has upended higher
education, especially for
low-income students, there
are some upsides to studying during a pandemic.
“Doing school right now
is difficult, but it’s keeping me busy,” said Vazquez.
“It’s given me something
else to think about other
than everything else going
on in the world, and I very
much need a distraction.”
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they did it. And it was just
kind of scary.”
Daniel Lobo, president
of the group First Generation Harvard Alumni,
said that the pandemic
has put campus inequalities in sharp relief. “This
whole experience is just a
reminder that low-income
students don’t have as
many resources and the
form of disposable income
to get through this sort of
crisis,” he said.
In response to the Harvard campus emptying
out, the group launched
a relief grant program
for low-income, first-generation undergraduates.
Lobo realized that many
students didn’t have a safe
home to go to and needed
alternate
accommodations. He also knew that
some needed to store their
belongings, but couldn’t
afford to pay for storage.
“We had alumni volun-

teering to open up their
homes to students to let
them stay with them until
they could figure out more
permanent
accommodations,” he said.
Eventually, the university began providing students with storage, boxes,
and alternate lodging, arranging for some to remain
on campus if they had no
other option.
“The school was generous enough to cover the cost
of storage,” Morillo said.
“They took care of a lot
of expenses and then eventually gave the students a
partial refund on room and
board [and] tuition.”
For the fall, Morillo has
decided to accept a $5,000
stipend that Harvard is
offering to students who
choose not to move back to
campus in the fall.
“To me, as a very lowincome student, it’s a lot of
money,” he said. “It kind
of incentivizes me to stay
home, even though that’s
really damaging to education.”
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Once Called ‘Unskilled,’
Workers Now ‘Essential’

Survey Shows Disparate
Approaches To Reopening

By Finley Williams
chicago, ill.

schools have virtually no a month or even a week
way of detecting asymp- ago has often proven to
Continued from page 1
tomatic transmission be- be quite different in the
.............
tween students.
present.”
For now, Summer is deAs states scramble to
gating in enclosed indoor ciding to play volleyball, re-start the school year,
facilities, from “meeting despite her anxieties. “I there appears to be an inrooms” to gymnasiums. feel as if they do not care verse correlation between
COVID-19 is thought to about our safety, even high coronavirus rates
spread primarily through though there are some and postponements.
airborne particles in poor- precautions put in place,”
Some of the states with
ly ventilated spaces.
she said, citing her dis- the highest infection rates
According to Port Allen trict’s decision to re-open. in the country, such as
principal James Jackson,
“Most students who Georgia, Alabama, and
“two to three” student play sports are choosing Mississippi, say they
athletes have
to go to school are proceeding with fall
recently tested
in August be- sports.
:::::
positive for the
cause sports is
Meanwhile, some of
novel coronaall they have. the states with the lowest
‘Who doesn’t For some, it’s rates, such as Oregon and
virus. But he
defends
the
senior Colorado, have postponed
want to play their
school’s protoyear.
Who them until 2021. (Some
cols. “We nevdoesn’t want of the hardest-hit states
sports their
er had an outto play sports are also some of the most
senior year?’ their senior enthusiastic about high
break on any
team,” he told
year?”
school football.)
Summer F.
The Princeton
School districts comhigh school
Summer JourOn the night mitted to gridiron clashathlete
nal. This, he
of July 16, es under “Friday night
said, suggests
the Gwinnett lights” may consider
:::::
the infections
County Board heeding the Centers for
were “due to
of Education Disease Control. Players
some type of gathering convened outside of At- are at especially high risk
that they may have had lanta, Georgia. Though for transmission, the CDC
outside of school.”
the county had the sec- warns, during “full comThe situation at Port ond-most COVID-19 in- petition between teams
Allen High School is a fections in the state, the from different geographic
microcosm of America’s school district would areas.”
unruly and improvised resume in-person learnapproach to safely resum- ing the following month. But for schools that
ing high school athletics.
Just one board member, play it safe, and postpone
In July, the Summer Everton Blair Jr., voiced sports, will there be uninJournal conducted a sur- his disapproval. After he tended consequences?
vey of 33 school districts’ spoke and as cameras con“Swimming has been
sports reopening plans, tinued to roll, Chairwom- my life,” said 17-year-old
polling schools from Cali- an Louise Radloff mut- Michael F., a senior at
fornia to Rhode Island. tered, “I could strangle West Boca Raton ComThe results varied wildly. him.”
munity High School.
Schools in Montgomery
Radloff, who is white, Ranked 25th in the state
County, Maryland can- later called her com- of Florida and 422nd in
celed summer practices ment “out of order,” and the nation, he is one of
and fall sports, as did the apologized to Blair, who the best at his craft. Last
state of New Mexico. But is Black. The subject of year, he started generatin Chicago, Illinois, Or- re-opening high school ing interest from recruitange City, Florida, and sports in Georgia, where ers from Georgia Tech,
Tahlequah, Oklahoma, football is close to a re- The College of Wooster,
summer practices or con- ligion, has been no less and a number of other
ditioning drills contin- charged.
schools.
ued. Some districts, such
Early in the summer,
But what will happen
as Boston, Massachusetts, the Georgia High School to that interest—and the
called off summer pro- Association released a scholarships that could
gramming but pledged strict re-opening proto- come with it—if sports
to resume competition in col. Locker rooms were don’t resume?
September. School dis- off-limits and group sizes
The
Florida
High
tricts were almost evenly were limited. But on July School Athletic Associasplit between those that 22, with football season tion has released three
held and cancelled sum- looming, the GHSA re- options for returning to
mer
practices—though laxed the rules. Locker sports, but Palm Beach
districts in the Northeast, rooms were opened and County has not specified
where the virus hit early, athletes could huddle in which they will choose.
tended to have more re- unlimited number. Asked
If sports don’t resume,
strictions than elsewhere. about the district’s lat- “recruiting will be harder
The survey may be est protocols, Gwinnett than ever,” said Monte
most telling for what dis- County Assistant Super- Chapman, who coaches
tricts didn’t know. Many intendent Reuben Gresh- track and field at West
indicated that coaches am told the Summer Boca Raton. “There will
would be wearing face- Journal, “It is
be no way of
coverings, but most were not feasible for
approx imat:::::
non-committal about how student athing how much
athletes were meant to letes to social
an athlete has
‘The decisions or has not imwear masks or socially- distance.”
distance in team setAs it turns
necessitated proved.”
tings. The school district out, it may
In New
encompassing Orlando, not be fea- by the current York
City,
Florida provided a de- sible to relax
school
officials
pandemic
tailed presentation about standards eihave
similar
are literally
its summer practice pro- ther. On July
concerns. Citocol. Several weeks later, 29, the Atana DeBellis
changing
amid sharply rising coro- lanta Journalis an assisalmost daily.’ tant principal
navirus cases, the district C on s t it ut ion
postponed all practices reported that
at the FordSteve Figueroa
until the end of August. 655 positive
ham Leadergeorgia high
Few districts stated with cases had been
ship Academy
any clarity how fall com- shared
with school association in the Bronx.
petitions would be con- the
GHSA,
“We have stu:::::
ducted safely, if at all. If more
than
dents that were
anything, the survey re- double
the
going to colflected the Frankenstein number on file two weeks lege on scholarships,” she
monster that is America’s earlier.
told the Summer Journal.
patchwork response to the
By August, Georgia “I’m not really sure how
pandemic.
had cancelled summer that is going to work.”
While the COVID-19 football scrimmages. It’s
On August 9, New York
fatality rate remains anyone’s guess if most Governor Andrew Cuomo
extremely low for mi- districts will play football announced that New York
nors, the resumption of in September.
City—like Chicago, Philaclassroom
instruction
“The decisions neces- delphia, and other major
and organized sports sitated by the current cities—would be reopencould spread the virus pandemic are literally ing its public schools for
to coaches, teachers, and changing almost daily,” in-person instruction. But
family members. Unlike said Steve Figueroa, Di- high school sports in the
professional sports teams, rector of Media Relations Big Apple, for better or
which have rigorous test- for GHSA. “What we be- for worse, would remain
ing protocols, most high lieved would be the case indefinitely postponed.

ing the economy alive.
“When I started hearing people say ‘essenLabor organizer Ada tial worker,’ I was like,
Fuentes was raised in a ‘This is exactly what
working class family in we’ve been saying the
the mostly immigrant entire time. This is what
community of Chelsea, workers who work in
Massachusetts, a densely that industry have been
populated city that sits trying to tell you, that
across from Boston on their jobs, their literal
the low banks of the jobs, are essential to the
Mystic River.
economy,’” said Fuentes,
Her mother spent long a senior membership orhours baking bread for ganizer for the nonprofit
nearby grocery stores, Jobs with Justice.
and, finding that insuffiThe group has used
cient, took on extra work this new spotlight on esas a domestic worker in sential workers to help
the community, often them organize for better
babysitting the children protections and rights
of women who had fac- from companies that
tory jobs. Her father, have offered them few
a union man with Sky benefits.
Chefs, provided servic“There is a path fores as a handyman and ward with workers orgaplumber to supplement nizing themselves. We’ve
that income. Despite two been seeing a lot of really
working parents, Fuen- awesome worker organiztes’ family could often ing happening,” Fuentes
only afford homes with said.
absentee landlords that
Willy
Solis
and
lacked heat in the winter Jeanine Meisner and the
and air conditioning in work they do to orgathe summer.
nize workers for Shipt,
Fuentes recalled her a Target-owned grocery
neighbors also working delivery service, are an
multiple jobs in order example of this momento subsist. They lived tum. Both are members
frugally and garnished of the Gig Workers Coltheir meals by the salt lective.
of their sweat—labor was
Much like Fuentes, Sonot merely a forty-hour- lis became involved with
a-week excursion, but labor organizing when he
rather a deep necessity witnessed firsthand the
and a source of tremen- plight of Shipt workers
dous pride.
during the pandemic,
“I kind of grew up especially after the comwith the sense of, ‘This pany sliced workers’ pay.
is how the world is, and
“I literally spoke to
we’re just scrappy and hundreds of shoppers
we piece things together back in February and got
and try to
really,
really
make it on
upset hearing
:::::
our own,’”
those
stories
she said.
about the pay
‘When I started cut and how
But
the
u n p r e c - hearing people people
were
edented ecogetting impactsay “essential ed and hurt,”
nomic and
social tur- worker,” I was Solis said. It’s
moil of the
why he became
like, “This is the lead orgacoronavirus
pandemic
exactly what nizer representhas put the
ing Shipt shopwe’ve been
l ivel i hood s
pers for the Gig
and safety
Workers Colsaying the
of millions
lective.
entire time.”’
of American
Solis said he
workers like
took the unAda Fuentes
Ada’s family
paid position
labor organizer
and neighbecause of the
bors at risk.
leverage it af:::::
As many
forded him in
white
colorganizing
lar workers took shelter with other gig workers.
from the coronavirus in
An immuno-comprothe safety of their homes, mised Shipt shopper
some 50 million Ameri- who’s extremely vulnercans, toiling in grocery able to pneumonia, Solis
stores, hospitals, and in- himself has experienced
numerable other indus- the desperation Fuentes
tries, reported to work. witnessed in MassachuThese were the so-called setts. He carries out a
“essential workers,” a strict sanitation regimen,
group of laborers who which includes wiping
were previously viewed down every surface he
as “unskilled” and “en- touches, changing gloves
try-level.” And now they every time he enters a
were the only thing keep- store, and showering as

soon as he returns home.
It is his need for money
that dictates his hours:
“Sometimes I go out as
late as 10 or 11 depending
on the day or depending
on how much money I
need.”
Citing an instance
where Shipt was unresponsive to the concerns
he brought forth regarding PPE and lowered
pay, Solis said that Shipt
shoppers and other gig
workers are disrespected
by the companies that
employ them, especially
under the current circumstances.
“The fact that the
companies are not responsive to our concerns
and our vocalization of
the issues does give you
nothing but the feeling
of being slapped in the
face repeatedly,” he said.
“The CEOs of these companies are definitely not
the ones out there doing
this job on a daily basis
and exposing themselves
and their families to this,
yet they want to continue
to give us pay cuts repeatedly over the course
of a pandemic. To put it
bluntly, it’s despicable.”
However,
a
Shipt
spokesperson told The
Princeton Summer Journal, “Our updated pay
model takes into account
the many factors that go
into a shop, such as estimated drive time, the
number of items in the
order, peak shopping
windows and location,
that can affect the effort
needed to shop and deliver an order. With this
new model, the majority
of approximately 50 metropolitan areas across the
country have seen shopper
base pay remain steady,
while some metros have
even seen an increase.”
Shipt also said it provides safety kits for its
most active shoppers and
those in high-risk areas,
adding that Shipt shoppers can obtain masks
and gloves at Target
stores.
Public awareness and
responsiveness to the risk
workers are taking has
also diminished as more
cities and states push to
reopen.
Solis remembered the
beginning of the coronavirus shutdowns—the
outpouring of support
was almost “surreal.”
“[But now] that we’re
moving away more from
the first parts of the pandemic, that sense of heroic effort on our part
has seemed to be kind
of dwindling away slowly and people are going
back to viewing the position as one of a basic
service,” he said.

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
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their local Target store
for free.
Concerns about safety
span many essential jobs.
Ada Fuentes is a senior
membership organizer
from Jobs with Justice,
a nonprofit that advocates
for worker rights. She
said Uber drivers were
informed via email that
they would get PPE. But
many drivers were unable
to access the equipment
because Uber’s in-person
driver help centers were

closed due to the pandemic.
Uber said in a statement that drivers could
request masks and sanitizer by mail or pick them
up at reopened Greenlight Hubs. The company
added that it had distributed more than 9 million
masks, wipes, and containers of hand sanitizer,
and that it had “never run
out of supplies.”
Still, through social
media coverage, blog
posts, and advocacy efforts, stories about mistreated essential workers
abound. Solis of the Gig

Workers Collective said
that, during the pandemic, Shipt even made a
temporary pay cut permanent. (The company said
that, under its “updated
pay model,” shopper base
pay in most metro areas
has remained the same, or
even increased.)
“The CEOs of these
companies are definitely
not the ones out there doing this job on a daily
basis and exposing themselves and their families
to this,” Solis said. As
for their treatment of the
people who are, “to put
it bluntly, it’s despicable.”
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Bodegas Confront New Challenges
By Itzel Luna
sylmar, calif.

h or even a week
often proven to
e different in the
”
ates scramble to
the school year,
pears to be an inrrelation between
oronavirus rates
tponements.
of the states with
hest infection rates
country, such as
, Alabama, and
ippi, say they
ceeding with fall

When Juan Valerio’s customers pick up their morning coffees
and sandwiches at his New York
bodega, there are no more intimate conversations and warm welcomes. Only smiles hidden behind
facemasks and muted transactions
through plexiglass. But all that
matters to his regulars is that Deli
Grocery is open.
“Bodegas are something essential for the area you live in. When
you have a business, you view those
people like family,” Valerio said in
Spanish. “The clients are yours for
years. There are people who [used
to] come at 6 in the morning to
make their coffee, and if that business is closed, those people don’t
know where to go.”
Deli Grocery is located in the
Bronx in New York City, one of the
initial vectors of America’s coronavirus outbreak. Valerio has owned
the bodega for 14 years, and the
pandemic forced him to temporarily close it for the first time. The
Yemeni American Merchants Association, which represents 4,000
Yemeni-owned bodegas, said about
15 percent of their members have
shut down because of the economic
impact of the pandemic.

“By closing my business, I felt
like I abandoned my clients. When
it [closed], the clients called us asking why we weren’t opening,” Valerio said. “They needed us.”
What his customers didn’t realize
was that Valerio’s father had died of
COVID-19. When Valerio reopened
his store after a month, he had to adjust to coming home every day and
not seeing his father. It’s been difficult. “We weren’t father and son.
We were two people that always
shared the world,” Valerio said.
He soothes himself with Latino
home remedies, like smearing himself with VapoRub and drinking
jugo de limon, all while repeating,
“Hay que seguir adelante,” or “we
must move forward.” This sense of
hope and community is what has
kept New York bodegas afloat during these difficult times.
Given that most bodegas are
family-owned, their success often
depends on the entire family. In
May, 20-year-old Brooklyn college
student Nasim Almuntaser’s father
was hospitalized for two weeks due
to health issues unrelated to the
coronavirus. As schools began to go
online-only, Almuntaser, an educational advocate for the Yemeni merchants group, found himself adjusting to virtual classes, working long
hours in his parents’ bodega, and
worrying about his father’s health.

“There was something that got
me to the finish line,” Almuntaser
said. “I want to make him happy,
and make myself happy, and reach
my goal.” Getting his degree.
As customer demand increased,
Almuntaser’s family chose to keep
their bodega open 24 hours a day.
But more hours meant more possible exposure to the coronavirus.
At the beginning of the pandemic,
Almuntaser had to use the same
disposable mask for two weeks. To
help protect essential workers, the
Yemeni merchants group started
the NYC Mask Mission campaign,
which distributes free safety kits
to bodega owners. They include
three to five masks, hand sanitizer,
gloves, and disinfectant wipes.
Youssef Mubarez and his family
own three bodegas in New York;
one has operated in Times Square
for two decades. Despite the economic hit these businesses have
suffered, Mubarez credited the survival of bodegas to their resilient
communities.
“It’s this kind of community that
drives the bodega owners and workers to stay operational during times
of need,” said Mubarez, a spokesperson for the Yemeni merchants
group. “At the end of the day, the
owners in the stores are there to
protect the people who live in their
neighborhoods.”
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ferent geographicpotential adopters,” Van ing quite a bit of work. “I
Tuyl said. Both sides ben- mean, it’s pretty hard to
efit: The new owners get stay in bed when there’s
By Alexa Figueroa
or schools thatan addition to the family, this incredibly cute creabrentwood, md.
afe, and postponeand these animals get a ture who needs your atThe American dream is a concept
will there be unin-start to a new, and most tention,” she said.
that has attracted many immigrants
consequences?
likely better, life.
Cute creatures don’t
throughout their lives. While the
mming has been Laura Wagner and just include dogs.
idea has been adapted to fit every” said 17-year-oldKate Knibbs of Brooklyn,
During these long,
one’s personal preference, owning a
F., a senior atNew York, have recently lonely months of quaranbusiness is often a common element.
Boca Raton Com-adopted puppies during tine, Kier Zimmerman
Bodegas, small grocery stores typiHigh School.this pandemic. However, was thankful to have a
cally based in urban communities,
25th in the statethe process of adopting new bearded dragon lizhave helped make the American
da and 422nd intheir pets wasn’t easy. Ac- ard as a friend. “They like
dream achievable for their owners,
ion, he is one ofcording to Wagner, “be- to be cuddled, they like
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at his craft. Lastcause everyone was try- to hang out. They’re very
emergence of the coronavirus has
started generat-ing to adopt dogs during social, and they’re very
jeopardized the livelihood of these
rest from recruit-quarantine, it was really easy,” said Zimmerman, a
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small businesses and the fate of Nasim Almuntaser, a college student, has been working long hours at his parents’
m Georgia Tech,difficult to get a dog or recent Harvard graduate
their American dream.
bodega while trying to adjust to online classes.
llege of Wooster,even get an interview with cooped up at their parents’
Juan Valerio, a bodega owner
number of otherthe various different res- home in Minnesota.
in the Bronx, always wanted to be stores serve as daycare centers,” said and disinfecting wipes.
cues in Brooklyn.”
Their lizard, Freddie,
an athlete, but learned to adapt his Youssef Mubarez, a spokesperson
Many bodega owners, like Valewhat will happen Although the adoption has a compact build, a
American dream to survive. When for the Yemeni American Merchants rio, have taken measures to reduce
interest—and theprocess was lengthy, both sand-colored complexion,
he came to the United States, he Association (YAMA). “It’s this kind the burden the pandemic has put on
hips that couldowners thought the pets and an apparent love of
lost his mother, prompting him to of community that drives the bo- employees by being not just an unwith it—if sportswere worth it.
the TV show “American
become a bodega owner. He be- dega owners and the bodega work- derstanding employer but a friend.
sume?
In addition to offering Horror Story.” “He will
lieves that being humble is one of ers to stay operational during times “I’ve given them fewer work hours,
Florida
Highcompanionship,
Wag- fall asleep on me or in my
the greatest qualities you can have. of need.”
and if they need anything, they can
Athletic Associa-ner said that having a hand a lot, which is very
“Humility is something that you
The outbreak has created major take it from the store,” Valerio said.
s released threedog helped her physical cute,” Zimmerman said.
will always value and it will always challenges for bodegas, and YAMA He’s also taken them home so they
for returning tohealth. Every morning, “And he nuzzles into the
show you the path. Never forget has mobilized to help Yemeni-owned have less contact with people in
but Palm BeachWagner takes her Jindo corner of my hand and
where you come from,” he said in bodegas and the families of their public transportation.
has not specifiedterrier mix, Jake, for a tries to bury himself in
Spanish. “If you forget where you employees stay afloat. YAMA repNasim Almuntaser, an educahey will choose. long walk.
there.”
come from, the path will be filled resents 4,000 bodegas in New York. tional advocate for YAMA, beorts don’t resume, “I went from averaging
In a world in turmoil,
with failure.”
Fifteen percent of these stores have lieves that being optimistic will
ing will be harder700 steps a day to averag- these pets offer refuge to
Bodegas have become essential shut down due to COVID. “We help help customers and bodega emver,” said Monteing 15,000 steps a day,” their owners. That’s apduring the pandemic by supplying back home in Yemen for any family ployees stay sane and move foran, who coachesshe said. “Your physical parent watching Zimmeritems that may be unavailable at members who are being impacted ward. “You know, it’s just being
nd field at Westhealth is tied to your men- man and Freddie. Zima supermarket during the crisis. by the pandemic,” Mubarez said. hopeful,” he said. “And motivating
aton. “There willtal health, so definitely be- merman cradled their
“The bodega has already, before In New York, the group distributes yourself and doing other things in
be no way ofing more active is good.” bearded dragon and reasthe pandemic, served as places to bodega safety kits, including three this pandemic to remain healthy is
a p p r o x i m a t -She also noted that just sured him: “Calm down.
buy groceries, diapers, milk. Some to five masks, hand sanitizer, gloves, crucial at this point.”
ing how muchcuddling with her dog It’s OK.”
an athlete has
or has not improved.”
In New
York
City,
school officials
have
similar By Yeabsira Moges
36.6 percent of people in the United
is away.
:::::
States rent their current housing arEviction carries stigma that can have
concerns. Ci- silver spring, md.
ana DeBellis
rangements. A Harvard study from Feblong-standing negative effects, which is
is an assis- V never anticipated that she would be ruary found that 47.5 percent of renters
something that landlords exploit. V has
‘I wasn’t even making the
tant principalunable to find work after her temp job are cost-burdened, meaning they pay
lived in buildings where the landlords
minimum to be able to
at the Ford-ended. She had been living in a small, more than 30 percent of their income
would tack eviction paperwork on peoham Leader-cramped apartment in the middle of toward rent. With the massive job loss
ple’s front doors. “I’ll see the paperwork
pull my part of the bills.’
ship AcademyTrenton, New Jersey, with her husband as a result of the pandemic, many renters
there,” she said. “Sometimes I’ll just take
in the Bronx.and 4-year-old daughter. A recent col- will become unable to pay rent, leading
it off and tuck it in their mailboxes beV
“We have stu-lege graduate and new mother, V had landlords to turn to eviction.
cause I feel like it’s embarrassing.”
trenton resident
dents that werebeen searching for full-time employment
With the ongoing pandemic, it is imSince her last eviction experience, V
going to col-while working temp jobs to be able to perative that as many people as possible
is doing much better. She is working
:::::
scholarships,” shepay rent and other bills. When her temp stay at home and protect themselves and
at a welfare agency, helping struggling
Summer Journal.assignment ended, however, she was un- their families. Yet eviction puts millions
families and renters make ends meet. She
t really sure howable to find another job that would allow of families at risk of being thrown out of Group, pursue evictions so aggressively recently had her second child and is lookgoing to work.” her to cover her rent.
their homes. Lawmakers, recognizing that the United Nations last year ac- ing to move out of her current apartment
ugust 9, New York “I wasn’t even making the minimum the devastating impact of an eviction cri- cused the company of “contributing to and into a better neighborhood.
or Andrew Cuomoto be able to pull my part of the bills,” sis, included special rent protections and the global housing crisis.” In gentrifying
But because she has an eviction on
ced that New Yorkshe said. With bills quickly piling up, an eviction moratorium on most federally neighborhoods, evictions are the primary her record—even though she is currently
ke Chicago, Phila-V, who asked that her full name not be subsidized housing in the coronavirus tool used by landlords to push lower-in- much more financially stable—she is
and other majorused, was worried about whether she relief bill that was signed into law in late come tenants out in favor of richer ones. struggling to find housing in a better
would be reopen-would be able to keep a roof over her March. This move, however, only imLandlords sometimes intentionally area. An eviction can remain on one’s
public schools forhead and take care of her daughter. She pacts around 28.1 percent to 45.6 percent create an uncomfortable living situation credit report for up to seven years, barn instruction. Butand her family were eventually evicted of renters who meet these criteria and, for the tenants that they wish to push ring renters access to their preferred
hool sports in thefrom their apartment, resulting in “non- with the expiration of the relief bill’s pro- out. They may start construction proj- neighborhoods. To expedite the removal
ple, for better orpayment and then an eviction.” They had visions in late July, even those covered ects in the renter’s building, enter the process of a recorded eviction, one would
living space without notice, take away need to petition the court in the county
se, would remainnowhere to go and had to quickly work to under the law lost federal protection.
tely postponed. find new housing.
To exacerbate the problem, large cor- services like parking and laundry, or where the eviction occured to have it
According to census data, roughly porate landlords, such as The Blackstone even change the locks while the renter expunged.

Pandemic Life
Has Its Perks
For Some Pets
PETS

Eviction Crisis Looms For Millions Unable To Afford Rent
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Palzewicz Rejects
‘Defunding’ Police
By Paola Ruiz and
Kwanza Prince
east boston, mass.
and new york, n.y.

ADAM FAGEN

Former Vice President Joe Biden has failed to draw sustained excitement among younger voters.

Biden’s Advantage: He’s Not Trump
By Perla Duran and
Crystyna Barnes
newark, n.j. and
elm city, n.c.
Joe Biden may have a young
person problem.
In recent interviews, four teenagers from the Princeton Summer
Journalism Program said they
don’t approve of the presumptive Democratic nominee’s policies, especially his resistance to
universal health care. They were
disturbed by allegations that he
inappropriately touched women
or made them feel uncomfortable.
They felt that he wasn’t reliable
or modern enough, but said they
would vote for him despite these
reservations.
Anne Tchuindje lives in Washington, D.C., and Alyssa Ultreras
in Oakland, California. Both are
17. In deciding whom to support,
they said, a candidate’s authenticity is the most important factor.
Alexa Figueroa, 17, of Brentwood,
Maryland, and Stephanie Garcia,
16, of New York City, agreed, adding that they’re not confident that
Biden will uphold the policies he
claims to support.

For example, Biden said he if they don’t.
wants to pay educators more and
When asked what other candimodernize schools. About this, dates they liked, three students
Ultreras wondered: “Is every- named Sen. Bernie Sanders, the
thing you’re emphasizing really democratic socialist U.S. senator
going to happen?”
from Vermont, who dropped out
They also feared Biden was cyn- of the race in April. They said
ically trying to reach a specific de- he was a candidate they could
mographic: people
rely on to uphold
:::::
of color. Tchuindje
the promises he had
mentioned a recent
made, as illustrated
‘You’re going to
interview on the
by his past activism:
popular radio show
for civil
have to pick [him] marching
“The
Breakfast
rights in the 1960s
Club,” in which
and getting arrested
because you don’t
Biden said, “if you
for protesting diswant Trump.’
have a problem figcrimination against
uring out whether
Black people in the
Alyssa Ultreas
you’re for me or
Chicago school sysoakland resident
Trump, then you
tem. The teens also
ain’t Black.”
mentioned Sanders’
:::::
To Ultreras, this
unwavering support
attitude is exactly what Biden for a government-run “Medicare
needs to work on. In a society for all” system.
where people of color face a lot of
“I’m disappointed that it got to
backlash, she said, “he knows that the point where we have to pick
voters are in a tough position, es- between the lesser of two evils,”
pecially Democrats, where [he’s] Tchuindje said. But she and Ulyour only option. Therefore, like, treras said Biden’s election would
you’re going to have to pick [him] halt the current administration’s
because you don’t want Trump.”
harmful health care and environBiden is making Black people mental policies. In that sense, they
feel either obligated to vote for said, not voting for Biden would be
him, Ultreras explained, or guilty negligent—even dangerous.

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

BIDEN

Continued from page 1

.............

Bey mentioned Beto O’Rourke, a
Democrat known for supporting
the legalization of marijuana and
raising the minimum wage.
But after their preferred candidates dropped out of the primary, students have tried to find
the same ideals in the presump-

tive nominee. Bey suggested that
Biden would be more palatable if
he more strongly advocated for
expansion in health care. Ruiz,
meanwhile, called on Biden to
offer free college for all and debt
relief, while Plascencia said she
hoped he “can advocate for equality” through policies that benefit
people from low-income backgrounds.
All of the students interviewed

viewed Biden as an “intermediate” president, one who would
work to bring the country back
to a normality present before the
Trump era.
Jariel Christopher, an 18-yearold from Port Allen, Louisiana,
summed it up by saying the strongest argument she saw for Biden
is that she foresees more chaos
in the country if Trump is reelected.

Griffin Says Pandemic Response Overblown
By Aigner Settles and
Brianne LaBare
pennsauken, n.j. and
orlando, fla.
As new COVID-19
cases in Florida topped
10,000 per day, 13th District congressional candidate Sheila Griffin argued
in a press conference with
The Princeton Summer
Journal that her state’s
response to the pandemic
has been overblown.
Despite the increase in
coronavirus cases in her
state, Griffin—one of five
candidates
competing
for a spot on the ballot
against incumbent Democrat Charlie Crist—told

reporters she believes
that schools should be reopened immediately.
“When you start saying
that somehow or another
there’s no transmission or
likelihood [of catching the
virus] for those who are
under the age of 12, then I
don’t understand why we
even closed the schools,”
Griffin said.
Griffin argued that
school closures will affect
underprivileged youth
who don’t have access to
the technology needed
for remote learning. “The
big impediment will not
be for those children who
already have what they
need,” she said. “The impediment will be for all

Sheila Griffin

the children who will be
left behind because they
do not [have the resources necessary to succeed].”
Current plans in Griffin’s district provide varying options for families.
“Most of our communities
here have three choices.

Their children can work
totally online. Their children can come to school
for two days and still work
online. Or they can come
full-time. Those are parental decisions that are
being [put] up by the
school board,” she said.
Griffin also emphasized the importance of
parents having the final say regarding their
child’s education, despite
the increasing number of
cases and guidance from
public health experts to
keep schools closed. “I
never transfer responsibility that belongs to parents
to anyone in government
unless the parents are
abusive,” she said.

At a recent press conference, Wisconsin Democratic congressional candidate Tom Palzewicz said
he does not believe in “defunding the police,” but
instead supports what he
called “investment and reinvestment” to other social
services.
“I think a lot of the dollars need to be moved from
our policing system and
reinvested into our mental
health and a whole bunch of
other areas,” he said.
Palzewicz, who is running to replace the retiring Republican Rep. Jim
Sensenbrenner of Wisconsin’s 5th District, said police
are too often called to treat
issues they are not trained
to address. “The way I describe this is: Our police
force shouldn’t have to be
the one that gets called for
everything that happens in
our society,” he said.
One in four deaths that
result from police encounters are individuals with
mental health conditions,
according to a report from
the Treatment Advocacy
Center. If funds were invested in programs wellversed in these issues, he
said, that would provide
callers with an alternative
to the police, and the fatality rate would decrease.
Palzewicz, a Navy veteran, ran against and lost

Tom Palzewicz

to longtime Rep. Sensenbrenner in 2018 with only
38 percent of the vote. With
Sensenbrenner
retiring,
Palzewicz has a clearer path
to office, though the district
is reliably red.
In an effort not to alienate
more conservative members
of his district, Palzewicz
objects to the terminology
“defunding the police,” saying, “it doesn’t necessarily
solve the problem.” Yet his
strategy of “reinvestment”
sounds similar to most calls
for defunding, in that he
would move money spent
on police activities to other
government services while
stripping police departments of their militarygrade weapons.
“I think mental health
is a huge issue in this
country that has absolutely no dollars dedicated to
it,” Palzewicz said.
“In Wisconsin, we spend
more money on prisons
than on education, and that
tells you about where our
priorities are, and our priorities need to change on
that,” he added.

Griffin Says Schools
Should Reopen
By Anne Tchuindje,
Myanna Nash, and
Daniel Sanchez
washington, d.c.,
chicago, ill. and
boca raton, fla.
At a recent press conference with The Princeton Summer Journal,
Republican congressional
candidate Sheila Griffin
spoke to reporters from
The Princeton Summer
Journalism Program.
Born and raised in Pinellas County, in Florida’s
13th Congressional District, Griffin became a
Republican at age 18. In
2012, Griffin became involved with the Florida
Bar’s Executive Committee for Labor and Employment. She found her life’s
calling in politics. If she
wins the Republican primary, she will face incumbent Charlie Crist, former
governor of Florida.
Griffin spoke about
some of the most controversial issues of the day:
race, the coronavirus, and
returning to in-person instruction in public schools.
Challenging students’
questions about systemic
racism in America, Griffin—who is Black—instead advocated for a
“color-blind” approach to
race.
“There’s only one race
and that is the human
race,” she said, when asked
about ways to reduce systemic racism against people of color.
The candidate also dismissed racism’s role in the
increased prevalence of
COVID-19 among African Americans in the dis-

trict where she is running.
Though Pinellas County
is overwhelmingly white,
Black residents account
for approximately 17 percent of the reported COVID-19 cases in the county.
Griffin attributed this
to the recent increase in
testing in Black communities. “When COVID first
hit Pinellas County, it
was in all-white neighborhoods. Right now, most
of the testing is done in
African American neighborhoods,” she said.
Passionate about education, Griffin spent considerable time talking about
coronavirus-related school
closures.
“Elementary
schools should never have
closed in the first place,”
said Griffin, adding that
“there simply isn’t enough
science that proves that
younger children could be
affected by the virus.”
Although health officials are still researching
how children are impacted, the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention
have said that children can
indeed become infected
and spread the virus.
With summer slowly
coming to an end, school
officials are now struggling to find a safe way
to reopen schools and
hold classes in person.
Griffin said not reopening schools will do more
harm than good, but that
parents should be able to
make their own decisions.
“It should be up to the
parents, not local officials,
to decide whether their
child goes back to school
or not,” she said. “Parents
know their child best.”
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SGT. DANA M. CLARKE

President Trump’s repeated references to the coronavirus as the “kung flu” have drawn broad political backlash as a racist slur against Asian Americans.

Candidate Partly Defends Trump ‘Kung Flu’ Remark

Swain Says Police Unions Need
chools
‘Complete Revamping’ After Floyd

en

By Andrea Plascencia
and Lia Opperman
ere she is running.flower mound, tex.
Pinellas Countyand galloway, n.j.

additional support and
new funding that can
be put towards training
programs to make them
better.”
whelmingly white,
residents account Alan Swain, a RepubliSwain, who expressed
oximately 17 per- can running to represent concern about illegal imhe reported COV- North Carolina’s 2nd migration, spoke in opases in the county. Congressional District, position to sanctuary citn attributed this tore into controversial ies, chain migration, visa
ecent increase in issues including police overstays and the Den Black communi- brutality and immigra- ferred Action for ChildWhen COVID first tion at a press confer- hood Arrivals (DACA)
ellas County, it ence with The Princeton program.
“We’re long overdue
ll-white neighbor- Summer Journal.
Right now, most Swain
shared
his for immigration reform,”
esting is done in views:
shaming
the Swain said. “That’s probAmerican neigh- abuse of power by many ably the biggest thing …
s,” she said.
officers, such as the ones You have to register in
onate about educa- who killed George Floyd, this country is all I’m
iffin spent consid- and calling for a “com- saying.”
Although his phime talking about plete revamping” of polosophy of “trying to
rus-related school lice unions.
.
“Elementary A l t h o u g h
help”
immi:::::
grants
lead
should never have police unions
better lives in
n the first place,” are typically
to ‘There needs to America was
iffin, adding that opposed
a
recurring
imply isn’t enough reform, he bebe a better
that proves that lieves that it is
theme, Swain’s
children could be necessary in
process and a position was
order to weed
unclear.
At
by the virus.”
reset of what one point, he
ugh health offi- out the “bad
a
e still researching apples” in the
we’re allowing referenced
ldren are impact- force.
plan to dispolice unions solve DACA,
Centers for Disease “ T h e r e
but soon after
and Prevention needs to be a
to do.’
voiced his ded that children can better process
sire to “bring
become infected and a reset of
Alan Swain
ead the virus.
what we’re althem in [and]
gop congressional
put them in
summer slowly lowing police
candidate
the process”
to an end, school unions to do,”
of
legalizaare now strug- Swain said.
:::::
tion, possibly
find a safe way H o w e v e r ,
pen schools and Swain
said
through
the
asses in person. he was opposed to com- allocation of green cards.
Swain also expressed
said not reopen- pletely dismantling curools will do more rent forces. “How do you support for immigration
an good, but that restart a police force? We reform. “We shouldn’t
should be able to need the police force, and have [them] living in the
eir own decisions. I, Alan Swain, fully sup- shadows in sanctuary citould be up to the port backing the blue,” ies,” he said.
not local officials, Swain said. He advocatSwain added, though,
de whether their ed for a different tactic that he was opposed to
es back to school to combat police brutal- sanctuary cities and unshe said. “Parents ity, stating that police documented immigrants
eir child best.”
unions “should receive who don’t “follow federal

Alan Swain

law.”
Though Swain has
never run for office before, he cited his 26 years
of experience in the U.S.
Army, including his service in leadership roles
on the Army Staff and
Joint Chiefs of Staff.
He also talked about
his work in the White
House under Presidents
Bill Clinton and George
W. Bush as executive officer to the White House
Director of National
Drug Control Policy.
Swain also expressed
the urgency of the return
of students to school this
fall under the ongoing
COVID-19 pandemic, indicating his dislike for
digital learning.
“We’re not getting
enough guidance,” Swain
said. “Each state gets to
decide how they want to
[go back]. ... Two months
ago, [everyone said] ‘Oh,
well, we’ll worry about
that in the fall.’ [But] we
have children starting
[school] at the beginning
of August here in the state
of North Carolina.”
“They’re right around
the corner,” Swain said.
“We’ve got to do something.”

By Naziea Fruits,
Sarah Furtado, and
Kuftu Said
cleveland, ohio,
vero beach, fla. and
aurora, colo.
Republican congressional candidate Alan
Swain—a Japanese American and president of the
North Carolina Asian
American Coalition—partially defended President
Donald Trump’s description of COVID-19 as the
“kung flu” and the “Chinese virus” at a press conference with The Princeton Summer Journal.
“We don’t like the fact
that he would probably
use those kinds of words,
but he was just talking
about where the origin
was,” Swain said. “I’ve
actually called it the China flu, too, or the Wuhan
flu.”
Trump’s characterization of the virus, the spread
of which he blamed on the
Chinese government, has
been widely condemned
as law enforcement and
human rights officials report a surge in reports
of harassment towards
Asian Americans.
“A lot of people went
crazy about it,” said

Swain, an Army veteran Swain said that training
who is running to rep- police to de-escalate tense
resent North Carolina’s and potentially danger2nd District. “There ous situations would be
have been concerns that more effective than sendthere could be repercus- ing social workers to
sions against the Asian them, as some reformers
American community. have suggested.
Being of Asian descent, I
Swain’s politics on imhave not seen any around migration were less reflecme.”
tive of the naSwain’s
tional party.
:::::
campaign
Swain
said
aligns
with
he was in fa‘I’ve actually vor of helping
Trump in other areas, which
people in the
called it the
may make his
Deferred Acelection an up- China flu, too, tion for Childhill battle in
Arrivals
or the Wuhan hood
the majorityprogram,
Democrat disperhaps
by
flu.’
trict.
giving them
In the widegreen cards.
Alan Swain
ranging press gop congressional O t h e r w i s e ,
conference,
he generally
candidate
Swain also dissupported
:::::
cussed police
stricter immifunding and
gration conborder control. His stanc- trols, including building a
es reflected his self-pro- border wall and cracking
claimed “law and order” down on immigrants who
ideology. “I, Alan Swain, have overstayed visas.
fully support backing the
“That’s why President
blue,” he said.
Trump says they come
“Everybody wants to over the border and they
defund the police,” he think they’re coming to
continued. “But Alan a picnic,” Swain said. “If
Swain’s position is that you go to Iran and you
I don’t think we need to overstay a visa, you know
defund the police; I be- what they do to you—they
lieve we need to fund it.” kill you.”

SWAIN FOR CONGRESS

Army veteran Alan Swain is running to represent North Carolina’s 2nd District in Congress.
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My mother’s escape from civil war
By Saw Kay ¶ san diego, calif.

T

he K aren Conflict started in 1949 in Burma (Myanmar),
when the Burmese government began ethnic cleansing by
killing non-Burmese or expelling them from the country.
This continues today, including the religious cleansing of
non-Buddhists, and is the longest ongoing civil war in the world. ¶
At least 50,000 people have been killed. Around 93,000 people live in
the nine refugee camps along the border between Burma and Thailand.
Most of them are of Karen ethnicity. There are at least 1.5 million Karen
who left Burma due to this conflict. They now reside in various countries
around the world: the United States, Australia, Canada, Korea, India
and Sweden. ¶ Among them is my mother. My mother’s name is Ma Aye
Myint and she is 60. She had to flee through the jungles in Burma for
many years just to settle in Mae La refugee camp, Thailand. She was
around 10 years old when she escaped from the Burmese soldiers who
attacked her village. ¶ The village my mother came from is Chitturae,
located in Burma. She lived in the village with her parents and siblings.
In my mother’s village, every day was a repeat of working in the field
picking plants, selling food to the community, hunting, and holding community events. Everyone in the community viewed one another as family
members. They all held a warm and welcoming space. It was a home
that could never be replaced, as my mother told me in a recent interview.
¶ The villagers were prepared to face the conflict given the fact that it
started a few decades earlier. However, they would not know when they
would be the next victims. ¶ The village was attacked around 1970.
They were given no mercy and had to quickly flee for survival. What
once was a beautiful village was now torn apart due to the destruction
of the conflict. ¶ When the Thailand refugee camps opened in October
1979, my people feared entering the camps since they might have been a
trap. This influenced my mother’s family and caused them to constantly
flee in the jungles between Burma and Thailand. In order to make it out
alive, people would have to be mobile and not settle in one spot for too
long. She would tell me that she had to flee barefoot because there were
no such things as shoes where she came from. ¶ As the years continued,
my mother’s parents passed away and there were no safe villages to return to. She could not depend on anyone for help and eventually sought
refuge in the Thai camps at her own risk. She was between 20 and 30
years old at the time of arriving at one of the camps. ¶ Life in the camp
was very different from the village she came from. It was bordered off
and you were prohibited from entering the city. Despite the protection
she received, she remembers having to flee again from Burmese soldiers.
To make things worse, she was pregnant with my older brother. We were
born in the Mae La refugee camp. He was born in 1999 and I was born
in 2002. ¶ I am the youngest in my family and I was born with a disorder that influenced my parents to enter the U.S. I had to use a colostomy
bag because my digestive system did not function normally. This was a
disability I struggled with. The whole camp knew about me and believed
that I would not make it. However, this would not stop my mother from
reaching out to doctors to help me. Most professional doctors and nurses
gave up on giving me treatment and doubted my chance of living. My
mother’s love was too strong to give up on me and so she continued. She
did not want me to be another child neglected by an undeveloped medical system in a third-world country. Only one doctor said I would make
it and gave my mom hope. After a few years, once our papers to enter the
United States were approved, we were sent to the Bronx, New York.

SAW KAY

Is philosophy dead?
By Stephanie Garcia ¶ bronx, n.y.

I

K. MITCH HODGE

t is human nature to question what is around us. In
the ancient world, questioning and seeking answers
to life’s mysteries was met with
mixed opinions. Nonetheless, the
contributions of these philosophers are valuable to our contemporary society. They ultimately
paved the way for intellectual curiosity.
The question now is whether the
study of philosophy is still relevant
in our science-based society. Today,
philosophy may not be as highly valued as science, but does that mean it
should die off?
“It’s still relevant,” said Daniel
Dorsey, a philosophy enthusiast
from New York City. “But it’s slowly
dying because some people aren’t
using their brains to question the
world around them — something
that is necessary for philosophy.”
He believes that philosophy is still
relevant in our personal lives rather
than in society more generally.
Teniesea Russell from New York
City is a college advisor who chooses to live by a wide range of her own
personal philosophies. Her beliefs
regarding the subject differ from
Dorsey’s. She believes that she and
many others use philosophy on a

daily basis and that it cannot easily
die off because of its relevance to
our lives.
Russell elaborated: “Some individuals like referring back to historically popular statements conveyed
by philosophers concerning morals
or virtues such as ‘patience is bitter,
but its fruit is sweet,’ which derives
from a philosophical notion. We still
talk about philosophers like Aristotle and sometimes apply their ways
of thinking in our society or lives.”
While some people, like Dorsey,
argue that philosophy is at risk of
dying, there are others who say
that it is already dead. In an interview from 2011, Stephen Hawking claimed that philosophy is dead
because of its inability to catch up
with science, which Hawking called
“the torch for discovery.” However,
he then went on to say that while
philosophy may no longer be able
to discover anything new, “it is
still relevant in people’s day-to-day
lives.”
Hawking’s claims about philosophy’s contemporary significance
seem to contradict one another,
but they do raise a question: Has
science replaced philosophy? Both
fields push us to question our world,
yet science focuses more on actually

finding answers.
Dorsey emphasized that in order to progress, it is important to
“question why things exist, like a
philosopher, and then find answers
to anything and everything that can
be answered, much like scientists
do.” He concluded, “in order to
progress, both must coexist.”
Russell believes in the application of philosophy to science, particularly when developing sentient
technologies such as artificial intelligence. “I believe we still need
both because they provide different
aspects of thinking,” she explained.
“By having philosophical thoughts,
we can continue to use science to
get into the microscopic details surrounding these thoughts, which can
pave the way for more scientific
achievements.”
It is likely that philosophy will
always be a part of society due to
our natural curiosity. Science relies on philosophy to provide some
of the ethics surrounding our new
scientific endeavors and it is likely
that philosophy will transcend into
a new field of study: one vital to the
ethics behind scientific progression
and societal life. As long as these
questions are asked and explored,
philosophy may never truly die.

A SINCERE THANK YOU
The Princeton Summer Journalism Program is deeply grateful to the speakers who helped make this year’s program a success:
Tim Alberta, Andrew Boryga, Markus Burns (Williams College), Christopher L. Eisgruber, Bryce Ervin (Bowdoin College), Eric Michael Garcia, Hillen Grason (Franklin & Marshall
College), Maria Guardado, Brenna Heintz (Swarthmore College), Kevin Hudson, Akilah Johnson, E. Alex Jung, Mina Kimes, Don Lemon, Jeff Nunokawa, Dan-el Padilla Peralta,
Jorge Ramos, Jared Rivers (Bates College), Jonathan Schienberg, Adam Serwer, Amity Shlaes, Haley Shore (Brandeis University), Lesley Téllez, Cheryl Thompson, Jose Antonio
Vargas, Lindsay Peoples Wagner, Rosanna Xia, and Ed Yong.
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How a 17-year-old from
South Jersey fought for racial justice

(Myanmar),
By Lia Opperman ¶ galloway, n.j.
cleansing by
the country.
mid nationwide Black Lives Mats cleansing of
ter protests after the tragic death of
n the world. ¶
George Floyd, 17-year-old youth acpeople live in
tivist Sunrose Rousnee of Galloway,
a and Thailand. New Jersey, decided to take matters into her
.5 million Karen own hands. ¶ A rising senior at Absegami High
various countries School and president of her school’s drama club
Korea, India
and Gay Straight Alliance, Sunrose planned a
name is Ma Aye local protest that took place on June 26. The
s in Burma for
protest was held in Galloway’s neighboring
and. She was
town, Absecon, New Jersey, where she was
e soldiers who
joined by around 50 people from the commum is Chitturae,
nity. ¶ When asked why she decided to start
nts and siblings. her own protest, Sunrose explained that there
ng in the field
was a protest in her hometown, Galloway, but
and holding com- many people who lived in nearby towns were
nother as family upset that there wasn’t a protest where they
t was a home
resided—and weren’t stepping up to host their
recent interview. own. That inspired Sunrose to spend weeks
the fact that it
planning a location, speeches, and safety prenow when they cautions for citizens in Absecon to have their
voices heard and be properly represented in
round 1970.
their community. ¶ Sunrose also spent a lot of
urvival. What
time deciding on a name for her protest, but ulhe destruction
ned in October timately settled on “All Black Lives Matter” in
ght have been a order to be inclusive of all Black lives, includem to constantly ing those in the LGBTQ+ community. ¶ The
er to make it out protesters marched, spoke, listened to speeches,
knelt in a moment of silence for George Floyd,
ne spot for too
ause there were and sang in Absecon’s Heritage Park, all in
years continued, an effort to honor Black people who have envillages to recountered police brutality and to advocate for
entually sought change. ¶ Eventually, the group departed from
quaint Heritage Park and marched to busy
een 20 and 30
Life in the camp and bustling Route 30, taking their posters
and voices with them for all to see and hear. ¶
s bordered off
the protection
Sunrose hopes that the protests that have been
Burmese soldiers. occurring in Atlantic County, including her
brother. We were own, will provoke change in the community.
and I was born
rn with a disoro use a colostomy
ally. This was a
me and believed
my mother from
ctors and nurses
of living. My
e continued. She
developed medid I would make
apers to enter the
x, New York.
By Maggie Salinas ¶ sunland park, n.m.
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MOHAMMED SHAHIN AND SHEFIN DANIF

M

y father, Carmelo
Salinas, immigrated to the U.S. in
the 1970s after he
couldn’t find work in Mexico. He
was only 17, and he supported
himself by picking pears in Southern California. We recently discussed how hard those early years
in America were after he kept his
experiences silent from everyone
for years.
Why did you find it necessary to
immigrate for work? ¶ “Mexico was
corrupt and they didn’t want gente
like me working. Everyone needed
the money and was out to get you
en Mexico. My dad used to be a
bracero when he was young too, and
he introduced my mom to American
money.”
What exactly did you work as? ¶
“A lot of us usually worked in barracas de comunidad, and we would
go up the mountains en Tehachapi
[a city in California] to trim pear
trees. Las barracas looked like prison cells. There [was] a two-in-one
small bed, and we shared one toilet
and a kitchen. Looking back, it was
dangerous, but back then it was better than nothing.”

Do you remember how much you
earned? ¶ “The owner would visit
every quincena to pay us, 15 days.
He would come up to you and go: ¶
‘¿Cuantos arboles podaste, Carmelo?’
¶ ‘No pos’ que cien’ ¶ ‘Bueno, son
$150 por cien arboles’ ¶ He gave us
about $150 per 100 trimmed trees
every 15 days or a month algo así.”
Did you face conflict with other
workers? ¶ “Sí, there were some
old folk with us who didn’t want to
go out and work with us because
they had reumas, like arthritis, and
they didn’t want to go out in the
cold. Pero there were others who
were just lazy. And they wanted
us to split our earnings with them,
or they would threaten to beat us.
Some of us got into a fight with
some of them. We didn’t want to pay
them, and they tried stabbing me. I
was able to take the knife away from
him but your tío started punching
him out of anger for threatening me.
I remember telling him to stop so
we wouldn’t get in trouble.”
Was trimming pear trees the only
way you earned money? ¶ “No, after
la temporada de piscar [harvesting]
we would go to Bakersfield and lay
down an irrigation system. We had
to move pipes, and I remember when
I had to supervise them at night, I
would sleep under the water when
they broke because the water was
warmer. We needed to rent a place
down in Bakersfield, and they paid
me $3.25 per night. It was good
money. We rented this house, and
we had six Mexican guys, including your tío and me, and four girls.
Some were American, and others
were pochas, Mexican-American.”
Did you have any encounters with
deportation? ¶ “Oh yeah. I used
to have a girlfriend, her name was
Suzy, but she was part of the pandillas, like gangs, in East LA, and
I was really scared of the cholos.
Fights would break down often
when we went out to eat in her area,
and I tried to get away, but one time
la migra, immigration, came down
and got us. They took us down
to Tijuana. Sometimes they took
[us] down to Calexico, Chula Vista,
and Downtown LA for detainment.
They would deport [us] in about 48
hours.”

What did you do when you were
deported? ¶ “I came back, por la
familia.”
Did you meet any interesting
people? ¶ “Cesar Chavez. I met
him when he began his protests in
Bakersfield, around 1973. Maybe it
was just me, but I didn’t participate.
To me, I felt there was no real gain
in protesting other than attention,
but I had more to lose. If I were
older and had been educated past
age 12, maybe I would have spoken
to him more. A lot of us stayed away
from the huelgas. We needed the
money, our parents needed the money, and it was better than unemployment in Mexico. Uno tenia miedo de
perderlo todo.” ¶ “I was young, I only
knew to survive. If I were educated,
I think I would have appreciated the
movement more. But I didn’t want
to lose my progress in life. And he
was famous, but I didn’t care to pay
attention, but that was just me.”
Today, Carmelo Salinas is a father of five children, all first-generation American citizens. He worked
his way from being an immigrant
in California to residing in Sunland
Park, New Mexico. Born in 1955,
he immigrated to California in the
’70s and learned English through
pop culture. Though he didn’t receive his GED until 2014, along
with his wife who was also an immigrant, he earned certification as
a machinist and welder. He earned
his American citizenship in the ’90s
and helped his wife gain residency
in 2007. To this day, he works endlessly to support his family, and contrary to harsh claims that date back
to the ’70s, he never took advantage
of welfare or the government’s resources without working. Although
monetary wealth is not present in
the family, love and moral values
always are.
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By Sofia Barnett
frisco, tex.

I

didn’t understand the
toxicity of high school
sports until I had to lose
11 pounds in 36 hours
for varsity powerlifting.
On weigh-in day, I rose before the
sun. Having completely deprived
myself of food the day before, I
immediately sank back down as
fireworks of red, blue, and green
interrupted my blurred vision—my
body’s way of warning me that I
needed help. I put on five sweatshirts and six pairs of sweatpants,
hot-flashing already as I struggled
to tie my sneakers. Still, I made
it to my high school track just
before the first wave of runners
started their early morning jogs.
Twenty sprints, 100 meters,
16-second average. Ready, go.
My heavy exhalation lingered in
clouds of vapor in the cold December air. I wasn’t sweating enough.
The chill was preventing me from
expelling every remaining drop
of water my body had clung to. It
became too much. I threw up on
the side of the track just as the sun
began to rise: a ceremony honor-

:::::
Fireworks of red, blue,
and green interrupted my
blurred vision—my body’s
way of warning me that I
needed help.

:::::
ing the fact that my stomach had
forced out the last of its contents.
For thousands of student athletes
nationwide, the demands of weightcut culture are a tragic reality. In order to compete, lifters and wrestlers
must make a designated weight class,
often by gaining or losing weight
rapidly, forcing them to choose
between their health and their athletic performance. With added pressures from coaches and teammates,
it’s not an easy choice to make. At
what point does an athlete say no?
As weight-cut culture continues
to grow, the increasing number of
athletes resorting to physical harm
in order to make weight is not only
normalized, but praised within
the sports community. During my
time as a powerlifter, I have heard
locker-room horror stories of coaches
buying students laxatives, glorifying eating disorders and unjustly
punishing athletes who were unlucky enough to miss weight by even
the slightest fraction of a pound.
As teenagers, we are highly susceptible to internalizing the beliefs
we are exposed to, whether good or
bad. Young athletes, told often of
the virtues of rapid weight fluctuation, start to believe that the harm
they are causing their bodies is just
another inconvenience they have
to overcome rather than a potentially life-threatening compulsion.
We are minors. This isn’t the
Olympics, it’s high-school competition. The only thing at stake here is
a cheap, bulk-produced aluminum
medal that will eventually end up
collecting dust in a grandmother’s
moldy basement—well, that and our
health. The detrimental impacts
of weight-cut culture—immune
system deterioration, development
of unhealthy habits, and life-long
trauma—far outweigh any momentary competitive advantage.
That boy spitting ounces of
saliva into a jug on meet day deserves better. That girl sticking
two fingers down her throat because she accidentally forgot she
couldn’t have breakfast deserves
better. My teammates, my competitors, and I deserve better.
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A Digital Summer
To Remember

his year’s Princeton
Summer Journalism
Program (PSJP) was built
on virtual connections. Due
to the ongoing coronavirus pandemic,
participants couldn’t convene together
on campus, and there was no space to
build in-person connections. A 10-day
program was, with little notice, transformed into a 7-week one, forcing us
to adapt in order to make the most of
our summer. But program participants
are a resilient bunch, and students
from a variety of backgrounds united
under one common love: journalism.
PSJP empowered students from
backgrounds underrepresented in
journalism to harness our unique
life experiences in order to tell
important journalistic stories.
Our cohort faced numerous trials
and tribulations during our virtual
summer program: poor WiFi connections, different time zones, Zoom mishaps, and the distractions that came
with the raging chaos of COVID-19.
Sitting at our desks, on our beds,
and beside kitchen tables did not
align with our initial expectations of
PSJP. We overcame Zoom fatigue,
sore shoulders and backs, and eyes
burning from the bright screens of
our phones, computers, and tablets.
Sitting at home, without much contact
with the outside world, became more
difficult as the summer went on. Yet
the students and counselors of PSJP
prevailed, finding ways to stay connected instead of simply missing out

and mourning what could have been.
Through weekly Zoom sessions
and a group chat active almost 24
hours a day, we shared our doubts,
dreams, and goals throughout the
seven-week program. We attended
lectures that exposed us to a variety
of subjects and workshops that taught
us about different types of journalism. And each week we put our new
skills to the test, writing news stories,
opinion articles, features, and more.
With support from our peers,
interns, counselors, and PSJP alumni,
we were able to come together as the
world around us seemed to be falling
apart. Though the pandemic, emerging social movements, and economic
upheaval impacted our individual communities in different ways, we formed
a community of our own, a haven
protected from the unrest. We came
together not knowing the people and
family we would become. Now, we leave
with a network of counselors who have
supported us from day one and what
are sure to be life-long friendships.
On August 11, our lives will go
back to normal—well, our new normal.
We will enter our senior year with a
newfound perspective on both life and
journalism. Despite having to endure
a global pandemic and a plethora of
other conflicts, we were still able to
immerse ourselves in a transformative PSJP experience. We now leave
the program having gained invaluable knowledge and bonds strong
enough to last a million lifetimes.

Bill de Blasio Has Failed
Enough New Yorkers

By Aima Ali
brooklyn, n.y.

I

n late March, New York City
Mayor Bill de Blasio and chancellor
of education Richard Carranza announced that schools would close.
Now, with 232,000 reported cases and
more than 23,000 deaths in the city, the
mayor is planning on reopening schools
in the fall. Reopening schools with the
proposed hybrid learning model will
only result in more unnecessary death.
Though cases are decreasing in the city,
allowing some businesses to reopen, people
still die from the virus every day. Before
schools closed, more than 60 Department of
Education employees—including 25 teachers—contracted COVID-19 and eventually
died. Opening schools will inevitably lead to
more cases and will raise the risk of students
being exposed to the virus. School students
and staff often have to commute using trains
or buses. Though the Metropolitan Transportation Authority, the city’s transit agency, has
been cleaning trains nightly, those who use
public transportation during rush hour know
how crowded trains can be. Some MTA employees have even refused to come to work after their colleagues contracted and died from
the virus. As a result, already unpredictable
buses run on even more unreliable schedules
and remain packed at all hours of the day.
The Department of Education released

guidelines limiting the number of students
per classroom, but keeping up with these
requirements will be more difficult for
schools with larger classroom sizes. Those
are often schools serving low-income students. Low-income, Black, and Latino individuals are already more likely to both
contract COVID-19 and die from the disease.
Larger classroom sizes and fewer teachers will only increase these inequalities.
Those pushing for reopening claim that
it will not affect death rates, as students are
less likely to die from the virus. However,
older students are still susceptible to becoming extremely sick and may suffer from
other symptoms, such as loss of taste and
smell. Students can be symptom-free carriers, infecting high-risk family members
without even knowing. Older teachers will
also go to work fearing for their safety each
day. Teachers’ unions are predicting that
teachers who can retire will, causing an even
greater shortage of teachers and making it
more difficult for class sizes to remain small.
Poor planning caused New York City to
hesitate before closing schools when a COVID-19 case was first detected in Manhattan.
Still, with months to plan, the best the mayor
and his fellow politicians have been able to
come up with is a plan that will ultimately
result in the deaths of more New Yorkers. We
cannot bring back those 63 DOE employees that were exposed early on, but we can
make sure that no other teacher, school staff
member, or student dies a preventable death.
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Get The Police Out Of Schools
By Vanessa Zepeda
chicago, ill.

T

here is a consensus among
students of color that we
must act more “normal”—
meaning white—when
we’re around student resource officers (SROs) compared to our
white counterparts. We wonder:
Will they consider us suspects
due to our differing features? Will
our efforts to capture a white society’s concept of normalcy be
enough as we scurry past?
“Why are you afraid of the police?” supporters of SROs ask, bewildered. But bewilderment is the child
of ignorance. The question suggests
apathy, ignorance, and disregard for
students who have faced encounters with the brutality of SROs.
To ask such a question in a time of
an uprising against systems of oppression requires the ability to turn away

from something others have been forced
to face their entire lives—it requires
privilege. It’s easy to get entangled in a
rose-colored world, oblivious to the way
our fears heighten around SROs, because
this obliviousness is not a new problem.
To understand why the SRO system
disproportionately impacts students of
color, we must address its origins. According to the ACLU, SROs first appeared in the wake of school desegregation, after “white community members
argued that ... a lack of discipline among
Black children would bring disorder
to white schools.” After the Columbine
school shooting, more schools began to
assign SROs in hopes of preventing similar tragedies. However, police in schools
became concentrated in low-income
neighborhoods of color, letting minority
students face higher rates of punishment.
Police provide protection, but they
are not the protectors of minorities.
They protect the systems that harm
us. Schools where SROs enforce zerotolerance policies criminalize trivial

White Teachers:
Stop Saying ‘Negro’
By Kuftu Said
aurora, colo.

A

s a Black stuDirectors
dent who has
a Aviles SJP ’12
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ing. It’s embarrassing
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becca Nelson
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hley Powers
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Some of these facts I
Tahir SJP ’16 ’21 have learned from the
Williams SJP ’18 same teachers who use

“negro” or other racial
slurs for “educational
purposes.” I shouldn’t
have to educate my teachers; we can be “educated”
just as well by reading
around the word ‘negro.’
I had a white teacher
who justified her use of
the word in a classroom
with three Black students
by showing us an article
that explained how “negro” was used to describe
Black people on the census
until 2013, so it was an objectively descriptive word.
I had a white teacher who
announced that he was the
only person allowed to say
“negro” in the classroom.
I had a white administrator who said an even more
offensive n-word when
disciplining a group of
Black boys; he justified it
by saying he was repeating what he heard from
the group. None of these
teachers was punished.
When I talk to my fellow classmates, especially
my Black peers, we whisper about the ignorant
use of the word. I could
never say my feelings out
loud before, but in a time
of moral revolution, when
Twitter has the ability to
hold people accountable
for hate speech more than
schools do, we must normalize calling out what’s
ethically backward.
At a time when Black
students from Ivy League
universities post anonymously on social media
about their terrible experiences (check #BlackIvyStories and wince), let’s
make sure white teachers
stop saying “negro.”

behaviors, pushing students towards
the school-to-prison pipeline.
Who are the children most impacted by the school-to-prison pipeline?
Students with learning disabilities
or histories of poverty, abuse, or neglect. As low-income neighborhoods
of color continue to use SROs, schools
rely more on police. In a way, student
resource officers become walking
gateways to the pipeline as schools
begin to give up on students.
Supporters of SRO programs often
bring up a fear of school shootings
to justify police presence in schools.
However, there is no substantial research that proves SROs improve the
safety of schools. What the data have
shown is the disproportionate impact of SROs on students of color.
Safety does not come from armed
individuals working for a historically racist system. If you believe
that, re-evaluate what you perceive
as safety. I can assure you that safety
for you does not mean safety for all.

Finding The
Silver Lining In
A Global Pandemic
By Alyssa Ultreras
oakland, calif.

L

ate in March, COVID-19 abruptly
stopped everyone’s schedules,
plans, and events across
the nation. The global
pandemic put families
through struggles regarding finance, access, and
opportunity. Through this
pandemic, the media has
also shed light on the disproportionate hardships
faced by people of color.
Yet despite all the turmoil people have faced during this time, many have
been inspired. Some have
started a small business,
become more educated, become advocates, or taken
other action to help people
in their communities.
Living through this time,
and witnessing all the tragedy as well as the glory that
has risen through it, I have
been inspired to reevaluate
the way I spend my time.
Before quarantine, I
worked non-stop with my
school schedule, extracurriculars, jobs, and household responsibilities. I
was exhausted, unable to
realize that I was devoting time to people and
commitments that did not
make me happy anymore.
I was a lit flame burning
myself to ashes, taking on
too much out of a feeling of
obligation that’s common
among high school juniors.
Now when I look back on

those pre-pandemic times,
I know why I thought this
way. Like a college freshman, a person transitioning
to find a job, or a person
seeking a higher position
in their field, I was suffering from a lack of balance.
As I was burning out
at the end of the first semester, I watched a Ted
Talk by Shonda Rhimes.
She explained how she felt
burned out because massive
production and success led
to a loss of family time. I
could only relate from afar
because I did not have a
daughter as she does. However, I do have a family. I
do have a younger sibling
who looked up to me as an
older sister, only to see me
come home after a long day
too tired to play with her.
As Rhimes says, “Work
doesn’t work without play.”
Rhimes argues for
spending more time with
who or what brings balance to work. And so,
once quarantine came and
my entire life was put on
pause, I had time to reconnect with myself and find
the balance to my work.
It took a global pandemic
to allow the world around
me to stop and give me a
chance to realize this. As
young advocates are helping
to change the world, seizing
the moment and rising in
this dark time, we all must
strive to find the balance
between work and play if
we want to persevere during this pandemic and come
out the other side stronger.

acial recognition
software—used by millions—doesn’t properly
identify people of color.
This technology was meant to provide accurate results, but alarmingly,
“nearly 40 percent of the false matches
by Amazon’s tool ... involved people of
color,” according to Queenie Wong, a
staff reporter for CNET News. Amazon’s face-ID system recognized Oprah
as male, wrongly matched 28 members
of Congress to a mugshot database, and
detected a Brown University student
as a Sri Lanka bombing suspect.
Algorithms are learning to adapt
to society’s stance on racial biases.
They’re programmed and trained by
showing millions of human pictures;
however, if the algorithms are trained
with only white faces, they won’t be
able to recognize any other types of
faces. Artificial intelligence (AI) can
only be smart if they are trained with
fair data. If an AI is trained with millions of faces that are people of color,
then it would not have a hard time
recognizing those faces accurately.
Joy Buolamwini, founder of the Algorithmic Justice League, researches
the social implication of artificial intelligence, and recognized the biases

:::::
Racial justice must equal
algorithm justice.

:::::
that companies like Microsoft, IBM,
and Amazon have in place for AI
services. While at MIT as an undergraduate, Buolamwini tried out an
algorithm called Coded Gaze as part
of an assignment. She learned that the
system recognized her light-skinned
friend’s face better than her own.
When Buolamwini put on a white face
mask, it was able to detect her face.
Racism exists in computer algorithms
because of individual values. If people
did not care about how the person next
to them looked, racism would not still
be America’s biggest problem. People
being wrongly arrested because of
false detection is not ethical. If people
are fighting for justice, they must
fight for justice in everything. Racial
justice must equal algorithm justice.
Plus, even if algorithms are
trained with antiracist databases,
accuracy continues to be an issue.
The National Institute of Standards
and Technology (NIST) stated in
May 2020 that Asians and African
Americans had false positive rates
even when they programmed computers with 8.49 million faces. Will
AI ever be fair to people of color?
Growing up in a generation where
algorithms are becoming more and
more prevalent, it’s hard to recognize
machine bias—a problem that will
continue to amplify inequality in future generations, if left unchecked.
We must train AI to be fair and
neutral. But with the current state of
the field, this may prove difficult.
Computer science tends to attract
more men than women—only about
25 percent of computer scientists in
the United States are women. Minority racial groups are also not represented equally in tech industries.
Having more diverse points of views
in this field can prevent us from training computers with biased data. In society, a woman might be associated with
teaching, childcare, or nursing, but we
should not use these existing societal assumptions when building an algorithm.
Luckily, some businesses are taking
small steps to measure and minimize
bias, including IBM’s Fairness 360
(an open source allowing developers
to examine, report, and mitigate bias
within the machine learning model),
according to Macy Bayern, as associate staff writer for TechRepublic.
After all, the only way we can
eventually move forward with AI
fairly is by allowing diverse people
to be engaged with tech industries.
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‘Old Guard’ Has Little New To Show Immortals In ‘Old

Guard’ Also Show
Their Human Side

By Tara Monastesse
warwick, r.i.

A

ndromache, or
Andy, played
by Charlize
Theron, is the
battle-hardened leader of
a group of immortal warriors who serve as de facto
protectors of the planet. In
“The Old Guard,” Andy
finds her crew targeted by
greedy scientists who plan
to kidnap them, extract
their biological data, and
replicate their powers of
regeneration. Directed by
Gina Prince-Bythewood,
the film brings impressive choreography and
new concepts to the action
genre. But it stops just
short of transcending it.
Perhaps the biggest flaw
with “The Old Guard” is
the risks it doesn’t take.
While the rogue group of
scientists is clearly immoral,
the movie never delves into
the serious question posed
by their attempt to create
a drug that extends human life: What do we owe
to the rest of humanity?
Moral questions like this present themselves throughout the
movie, but instead of exploring
them further, Prince-Bythewood
always swerves back to more
traditional fight sequences.
There’s certainly nothing wrong
with that—after all, who doesn’t
love watching Charlize Theron
bring a sword to a machine gun
fight? For a movie that’s trying
to bring new depth to the genre,
however, the lack of commitment
to challenging storytelling in favor
of gunshots and bloodshed feels
tiresome. When a new member
of the immortals’ group, Nile

By Hana Hammad
debary, fla.

T

MAGGIE SALINAS

Freeman, played by KiKi Layne,
questions Andy about the lives
she takes without hesitation, the
film appears to be on the cusp of
an engaging conversation about
the nature of life and death. Instead, they part ways and return
to their action-flick adventures.
The immortals in the film feel
almost hollow, as if their centuries
of life had no role in shaping the
people they’ve become. While
Andy has mastered multiple languages and fighting styles over
the course of human history, she
ultimately presents herself as any
other 21st-century woman would.

How Racism Leads
To Anime’s Stigma
By Crystyna Barnes
elm city, n.c.

H

ave you ever
heard of anime?” asked
a student at
the front of the class.
My teacher looked at
the kid, confused. “It’s
like those weird cartoons from Japan or
something,” the student
added. “Don’t watch
them. They’re really
gross and weird.”
The students, and
even the teacher himself,
laughed. I sat in the
back of the class beside
my friend, a fellow fan
of anime. We slowly
turned to look at each
other, puzzled. The last
anime I’d watched was
about a middle school
boy rediscovering his
love for piano. What’s
so gross about that?
Cartoons are a staple
of most childhoods. No
one bats an eye when
asked about their favorite
Disney film. Why is it
any different when the
content originates in a
foreign country? The
watered-down reasoning
is that it’s simply racism.
But the bigger culprit
is social conditioning
that teaches us to think
of something outside of
the norm as “weird.”
What people don’t
know is that they’ve
probably already consumed western content
inspired by anime. Ever
watch “Avatar: The Last
Airbender”? “Powerpuff
Girls”? “Teen Titans”?
All of these childhood
favorites took notes from

anime: exaggerated facial
expressions, big eyes
and mouths, and a colorful palette for character
designs. We’ve been
enjoying cartoons based
on anime all along.
Whenever I’ve asked
someone why they don’t
like anime, the answer is
short: “It’s weird” or “I
just don’t get it.” I have
even heard people say
that anime all seem perverted. I don’t necessarily
believe that the average
person who says these
things is outright racist,
but continued anti-Asian
stigma and a lack of education contribute to this
pointless opposition. If
all someone hears about
anime is that it’s strange
and distasteful, a cycle
of indoctrination has
been created where no
one questions or denies
this out of fear of being
viewed as weird as well.
In the scheme of
things, the only noticeable difference between
the cartoons we know
and love and anime is
the place of origin. Anime is not just one genre
or one style. Just like
cartoons, there is one
out there for everyone.
If we want to end the
stereotypes around Asian
culture, change starts
with the individual. Go
on Netflix, find an anime
with a plot that piques
your interest, and start
watching it. Suggest it
to friends. Normalizing
content that is viewed as
abnormal will only create more open-minded
people and more shows
and movies to enjoy.

This is understandable, since hiding her immortality is easier if
she blends in. But Theron doesn’t
quite convey the burden you might
feel defending humanity over centuries; often, she just looks tired.
However, I enjoyed the dynamic
between the immortals, their
camaraderie and constant wisecracks, as well as the compelling
romantic relationship between
immortals Joe (Marwan Kenzari)
and Nicky (Luca Marinelli). Despite its shortcomings, “The Old
Guard” is a fun addition to the
world’s pandemic playlist. I just
wish it were more than that.

he Old Guard”
follows a strong
female lead,
Andy (Charlize Theron), an immortal trying to change
the world she’s lived
in for eternity. Andy
stands at the head of
a group of immortal warriors—Booker
(Matthias Schoenaerts), Joe (Marwan
Kenzari), and Nicky
(Luca Marinelli)—that
she discovered and
trained over centuries.
One night, the immortals have a collective dream of a female
Marine, Nile (KiKi
Layne), a soldier who
was killed in Afghanistan
but mysteriously comes
back to life. Andy seeks
out the Marine to join
her immortal warrior
team—but Nile resists,
confused about what is
happening to her. Having lost her father a few
years prior, she’s hesitant
to leave her family.
Andy and her immortal warrior team are
betrayed by an ex-CIA
agent, Copley (Chiwetel
Ejiofor), who traps them
in an evil scientific research lab. The lab captures Nicky and Joe to
perform tests on them for
medical research. Along
the way, a betrayal and

plenty of action ensue.
The movie was enjoyable because it didn’t
take long for the plot to
pick up. The love story
between Nicky and Joe
was beautiful. Seeing
that they had been by
each other’s sides for hundreds of years softened
the movie’s hard edges.
In many action movies,
the theatrical fighting
and explosives can be too
raw, or even boring. But
“The Old Guard” was
able to tie in elements of
love and action to make
the characters seem more
human, despite their
immortality. Similarly,
Andy’s backstory with
Quynh—an immortal
whose fate is revealed
through a series of flashbacks—made me love the
movie so much more. The
strength of them together
in battle scenes fighting
side by side was magical.
The only downside
to this movie was the
predictability of some
of the plotlines. The
big betrayal of the film
is similar to many others, such as “Big Hero
6,” “The Matrix,” and
“Star Wars Episode III:
Revenge of the Sith.”
But overall, “The Old
Guard” has to be one of
my favorite action movies. I typically don’t care
to watch action movies
but this one kept me engaged the whole time.

Hollywood’s Pervasive Color Problem
By Anne Tchuindje
washington, d.c.

T

he critically acclaimed movie “The
Hate U Give” began as
a book. It’s the story
of Starr Carter, a young Black
girl who tries to balance two
worlds—her low-income Black
neighborhood and her wealthy
white prep school—while still
fighting misogyny and racism. On the cover of the book,
the illustrator draws Starr
Carter as a Black girl with
Afro-textured hair and brown
skin. The actress who plays
Starr in the movie, Amandla
Stenberg, is a lighter-skinned
Black girl with braids.
Stenberg’s casting is an example of a lack of diversity in
Hollywood that new awareness
about race and representation has yet to fix: colorism.
The term means “prejudice
or discrimination against individuals with a dark skin
tone, including prejudice
held by members of their own
ethnic or racial group.”
People of color have slowly,
but surely, made a significant
impact on the big screen. Diversity, especially in Hollywood,
allows people from different
backgrounds to see themselves
reflected in popular culture.
But when it comes to the representation of darker-skinned
Black people, the movies haven’t
made much progress. Executives
tend to hire lighter-skinned
actors to play Black roles, or
to consider darker-skinned actors only for roles that fulfill a
specific stereotype. Until colorism is addressed within the
film-making industry, there
will never be true diversity.
The illustrator of “The Hate
U Give,” Debra Cartwright,
has said in interviews that
she “wasn’t thrilled” about
the choice of Stenberg to play

Starr. In a meeting with Fox,
in animated movies. In reexecutives told her that they’d
cent Disney films, a variety
have to lighten her illustraof princesses from different
tion, and “change the hair.”
backgrounds and cultures have
Author Angie Thomas also
been featured— and through
criticized the colorism infecteach movie we witness the deing the film adaptation, which
velopment of each princess as
omits the references to colorshe embarks on an adventure
ism in the Black community
that ultimately changes her life
expressed in her original book.
forever. But colorism remains.
“It’s disheartening, because I
In “The Princess and the
do feel like so much money was
Frog,” the first Disney film to
thrown behind the movie, and
depict an African American
so much marketing was thrown
princess, main character Tiana
behind it,” Thomas said. “You
was trapped in the form of an
can tell who Hollywood is pushanimal for over 80 percent of the
ing to be in the limelight, and
movie. Disney’s decision to make
everybody knows it has a lot
this princess a frog throughout
to do with apthe movie is not
pearance, but it
only racist, but col:::::
also is still beorist, in the sense
ing driven a bit
that this plot is only
When it
by colorism.”
used in a movie
“The Hate
containing a darkcomes to the
U Give” is far
skinned princess.
from the only
Issues of colorism
representation
example. Among
within Hollywood
of darker-skinned do not only affect
others, actress
Zendaya has
who is cast to play
Black people, the
spoken up about
roles, but also how
movies haven’t
issues of colthey tell the story
orism within
of those they play.
made much
Hollywood and
When Hollywood
progress.
admitted to havdoes cast darking a privilege
skinned actors, they
over her “dark
are given less screen
:::::
skin brothers
time or made to play
and sisters.” She
demeaning characvowed to continters; for instance,
ue to use her platform to bring
dark skin characters make freattention to issues of colorism
quent appearances as maids and
within the industry. “Guardians
servants. It’s important to cast
of the Galaxy” actress Zoe Salactors and actresses of darker
dana, cast in the role of singer
skin in order to show more diand songwriter Nina Simone
versity, be more inclusive, and
despite her lighter skin and
break down these stereotypes.
looser hair texture, expressed
We need stories that spotlight
great regret for playing the role. more people within the Black
“I should have never played
community. Actors and actresses
Nina,” Saldana said. “I should
with a platform and leverage
have done everything in my
should give other actors and acpower with the leverage that
tresses of darker skin tones more
I had 10 years ago, which was
opportunities and voices within
a different leverage, but it
casting decisions. Representawas leverage nonetheless.”
tion within film builds character
Colorism is also apparent
and identity for Black people.

